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‘MSYou’ Sweeps
SGA Elections
By Inbal Kahanov
News Editor

After over a month of
campaigning, five days of
voting, and over 1100 stu
dents casting their vote, the
results of the 2001 SGA elec
tions were announced on
Thursday, March 29.
This year's election saw
the greatest voter turnout
of the past five years, with
almost five times the number
of students casting their
votes. A total 1156 students
voted for candidates in the
positions of SGA President,
Vice President, Executive
Secretary, Treasurer, Board of
Trustees Student Alternate,
and Justice.
SGA Executive Secretary
Jeanette
Mammaro
received the majority of the
votes for the position of presi
dent, the most contested
post of the election, with

three candidates running.
M am m aro received 809
votes totaling 72 percent of
the votes cast for the position.
James Whalen, and Ned
Gross received 15 and 13
percent of the votes respect
fully.
The bid for Vice Presi
dency was won by Legis
lator Chris Fitzpatrick, who
received 839 votes, totaling
78 percent of the votes cast
for the position. Legislator
M atthew Avrach received
22 percent of the vote.
The position of Treasurer
was won by SGA Treasurer
Sharriff M. Elhagin. Elhagin
ran
unopposed
and
received 924 votes.
Legislator George Mesias
received the most votes for
the position of Secretary,
with a total of 673 votes, 65
percent of the total votes
cast for the position, while
S ee "SG A "
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ON CULTURE AND THE PRESS: (I. to r.) Associate Dean o f Students James
Harris, Professor Leslie Wilson, o f history, Professor B ill Berlin, o f political
science, and Justin Vellucci, Editor-In-C hief o f The Montclarion. speak during
a panel discussion on cultural identity and the role o f the American press. The
forum was part o f Choosing to Participate, a two-day symposium on diversity
issues held on A pril 3 and 4 in the Student Center Ballrooms.
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Registration
Problems Arise
Notification of Registration
Dates Not Received by Some
after March 22, 2001, some
students complained of not
S ta ff W riter
receiving cards that notified
them of their registration
date.
Registrar Denise De Blasio
With both summer and fall
course registrations presently stated, “All Registration Prior
taking place, some students ity notifications were gener
have experienced problems ated for all eligible students
with registering. While reg and were mailed by March
istration cards were due in 22, 2001.”
De Blasio is unaware of
students' mailboxes shortly
any problems that could
caused the delay in
on the in sid e have
notification. According to
De Blasio, the only minor
police report_________ p. 2
problem,
which she says
campus calendar
p. 15
would not have caused any
main editorial___________p.28 delay in students receiving
humour_______________ p.32 their priority notification, was
a printer problem.
new s______________ P- 3
The printer normally used,
Construction of campus diner
located
in Information Tech
begins.
nology, broke down, and
the new printer could not
fe a tu re ____________ P-11
adjust to the cards that are
NJ wheelchair all-states meet MSU
normally used. As a result, a
community in last Monday’s basketnew printer was used and the
ball tournament._____________
information
normally printed
a rts
___________ P-19
on the cards was printed on
“Just Enough” to Get By: Stereo
regular paper.
phonies displays more than just
While the O ffice of the
enough talent in latest venture.
Registrar claims notices were
o p in io n
________ P-29
sent out to all students, many
Thompson: “MSU Shuttle Service
students have com plained
into Montclair? Bad Idea.”
SEE “ REGISTRATION" ON P. 8
By Meg Hackett

Choosing to Participate

Athletic Dept. Looking to
Capture Fans’ Interest
By Lillian M. Aleman
Assistant Ne ws Editor

In an effort to attract
students to school oriented
sports programs, the-Athtefic
Department has thought of
some ideas that could pos
sibly lead to the elimination
of the traditional cheerlead
ing squad.
Holly Gera, Director of
Athletics, believes that a “less
formal, less cheer-induced”
program will help get people
in the stands “fired up."
This thought comes after
years when"it has seemed
the crow ed doesn't react
to the cheerleaders," said
Gera.
"We may be in a differ
ent era of time where that
traditional cheerleader type
of role is not what is going
to get the fans fired up and
what we want to do is try to
create a festive atmosphere
at our games," said Gera.
The Athletic Department
would like to work with
the Department of Student
Affairs, who have g o tte n
involved with sporting events
in the past, including the
Basketball Blastoff and the
Naming of the Mascot con
test. A formal meeting has
not taken place betw een

the two departments as of
yet.
Gera hopes that by work
ing together with tne Depart
ment of Student Affairs, an
original and innovative con
cept will
grasp
dTie^et+ention of students
who want to view sporting
events.
"What we
[Athletic/
Student Affairs Departmentsj
would w ant to work on is
what will make people more
excited about being at the
games whether we can do it
with or without the squad."
Some ideas, such as pep

bands have com e from
other college campuses. Fan
clubs, such as the "sixth-man
comes from Kean
University is another possibility
for raising student interest.
This club consists of a group
of students who wear similar
t-shirts and cheer from the
stands. It is possible that
the students could be cheer
leaders, but that has not yet
been debated.
The Athletic Department is
considering these ideas, but
it is not yet known whether a
S e e “ C H E E R L E A D IN G ”

on p .
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FROM CHEERS TO JEERS: The Departm ent o f Athletics
is looking for an alternative way to raise crowd reaction
at sporting events, which could lead to possibly cutting of
the cheerleading squad.
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ads must be requested Thirty (30) days are
given for payment after the insertion date,
after which a 15 percent finance charge is
levied. After sixty (60) days, accounts are
re ferred to an outside collection agency
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Local officials report that Luke Hoffman, the owner of a notorious
massage parlor busted by Bergen County authorities as an
alleged brothel late last week, was an FBI informant who for
years operated his business with federal protection. The FBI
has refused all comment on the matter. Authorities raided the
club Thursday night, charging 14 people with prostitution-related
offenses and two more with minor drug counts.
An unidentified driver was killed yesterday when his car was
caught underneath a tractor-trailer on the New Jersey Turnpike
and dragged hundreds of feet until the auto burst into flames.
The accident occurred about 2:30 p.m. in the southbound truck
lanes near Exit 10 in Edison. The driver of the truck, who also
was not identified, was shaken but not injured.
A three-alarm blaze routed 35 people from two apartment
houses in Newark's South Ward last night and injured three
tenants and a firefighter. The fire erupted shortly before 10 p.m.
in a 21 /2-story wood-frame house at 151 Johnson Ave. before
jumping to an adjacent multifamily dwelling. Firefighters brought
the blaze under control about an hour later.

New Dean of College of Science and
Mathematics at MSU

O N -C AM PU S
Full page - $168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $32.00

Panzer Gym limitation's effect on three
departments

O FF-C AM PU S
Full page - $310.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00

Plans for new Clove Road apartments

U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell has decided that Yugoslavia
qualifies for $50 million aid following the arrest of Slobodan
Milosevic. After failed arrest attempts on Friday, Milosevic
surrendered only after government negotiators assured him that
he would not be immediately handed over to The Hague to face
the charges over atrocities committed against ethnic Albanians
in Kosovo.
The 2000 census found 32.7 million more people in the United
States than the 1990 count, a record increase. Over the 10-year
period, the U.S. population grew to 28 1.4 million. The census
found faster growth in the West and the South, which were
up by 20 percent and 17 percent, while the Midwest and the
Northeast were up only 8 and 5 percent respectively. M ore
than half of the country's population lives in metro areas with a
population of at least 1 million, and 30 percent of Americans
live in one of the nine metropolitan areas with a population of
at least 5 million people New York remains the most populous
metropolitan area with 21.2 million people

SGA
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The New Jersey Senate approved a bill on Monday that would
make it illegal for people who committed a crime with a gun
before they turned 18 to get a st :te permit to buy a firearm.
The vote passed 37-0 and still has to be signed by Governor
Christie Whitman.
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News

On-Campus Diner
Construction Begins

Q uestion & Answer

Diner Scheduled to Open this Summer
flatbed truck, and hoisted by crane
onto the concrete foundation.
News Editor
Once on site, four to six weeks
will be required to finish building the
diner.
The on-campus diner, which is
The diner will be placed in Lot 16.
scheduled to be completed by July Lot 17 might be closed for a short
15, 2001, entered its first phase of period, according to Rakowsky.
construction on Monday.
Rakowsky does not expect the
The first phase
closing of the lots
includes site prep
will create any
aration, such as
problems in park
66 K nowing college
dirt e xca vation ,
ing.
the placing of util
STUDENTS ARE NOCTUR
“ Lot 16 is a very
ity, water, gas and
small
lot," said
NAL, IT’LL BE A GREAT
power lines, the
Rakowsky.
ADDITION TO THE LATEfoundation, and
"When
we
installation of con
m
ade
the
d
e
c i
NIGHT FOOD SERVICE. 99
crete pads for
sion to use Lot
coolers and com 
-K e vin R akow sky.
16 we knew it
pressors.
Kevin
w o u ld n ’ t be a
Asst. D ir. A u x ilia ry
Rakowsky, Assistant
problem.
Director of Auxiliary
It's used mostly
Enterprises
Enterprises, hopes
for special cases
this will be com
and events."
pleted by the end
The design of
of May.
the diner will be of a traditional late
The diner is currently being con 50's/early 60’s style, and will include
structed at Kullman Industries in Leba a small menu. It will initially run as a
non, New Jersey, and is planned to 24-hour, 7-day-a-week facility.
be transported in five sections to the
As long as there is enough busicampus by June 1.
SEE“ DINER" ON P.8
Each section will be placed on a
By Inbal Kahanov
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President Cole Speaks out
on Facilities Planning
By Justin Vellucci
Editor-In -C hief

In the next ten years, MSU will
change drastically. Anticipating
a boom in student enrollment, the
state’s second-largest institution
of higher education is faced with
a number of concerns regarding
its physical infrastructure. How
will MSU as an institution grow with
the community it houses and how
much of a hand will facilities plan
ning play in its changing identity?
The Montclarion recently had
the opportunity to con duct an
interview with President Susan A.
Cole on facilities planning and,
specifically, how a th le tic and
recreational facilities shape the
image of this University's "campus
life.”
Justin Vellucci: The lynchpin
of this university’s athletic and
recreational facilities is Panzer
Gym, a structure built to accom 
modate a community of roughly
2,500. With a student population of
13,000, how do you feel MSU fares
in provid
ing re c 
reational
space for
its
stu
dents?

be called a lack of recreational
space speaks to retention rates, as
well as the overall physical/mental
health of the campus population?
Cole: In regard to retention, our
research does not suggest that
students drop out of M ontclair
because of limited recreational
facilities, although it may have
some im pact on student recruit
ment, in the same way that
poor parking or limited residence
capacity does, and we are inter
ested in improving these facilities
as part of our effort to improve the
quality of campus life.

JV: From 1992 to 1999. the
MSU Foundation — the University’s
fund-raising arm — received over
$2.2 million in gifts. Students who
attended the Fall 2000 Homecom
ing gam e m ight have no tice d
the presence of one of the Foun
dation’s donors. Ford Motor Com
pany, who a id e d in off-setting
Homecoming expenses.

The MSU Alumni Association
also re ceived over $320,000 in
gifts in Fiscal Year 1999 alone. Has
MSU con
sidered or will it.
consider ~
u s i n g
funds gene ra te d
c\ Aire situation
from pri
Pres
vate
or
i d e n t
corporate
benefactors
to
supple
Cole: I agree the University needs
to improve the athletic and rec m ent student tuition and state
reational facilities available to our appropriations in the building of
students. That need exists within new recreational facilities?
the context of other needs, for
Cole: Most of the gifts received
example, to improve parking, to
by
the
University through our Foun
increase and improve residence
dation
are for specific programs,
opportunities, to add instructional
for
scholarships
or other donor
space, and to repair the Universi
intentions.
These
gifts,
in any event,
ty’s utilities infrastructure. In fact,
are
not
even
close
to
the
size of gift
we have estimated that it will take
we
would
need
to
cover
the costs
over $250,000,000 to meet all of
of
a
new
recreational
facility.
our facilities needs.

FA C ILITIES -
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‘A Work in P ro g ress’

MSU RECREATION ■
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With
This Ad

JV: One elem ent of form er
We are undertaking a process
to address our campus needs in MSU President Irvin Reid's Facilities
a systematic and orderly way, Master Plan was the establishment
beginning with parking and resi of an athletic facility near the cur
dence halls because our need is rent location of the Field House
greatest there and because those and Yogi Berra Stadium.
facilities will generate revenue to
One version of that Master Plan
pay off the debt we must take
on in order to begin construction. —devised by The Saratoga Associ
Then we will begin the new a ca  ates and presented to the Univer
demic building to provide urgently sity in February of 1996 —involved
needed classrooms, technology, the construction of an eight-story
and a home for the College of structure that was one part athletic
arena, one part administrative/
Education and Human Services.
academ ic office space.
Once this facility is completed,
In light of the som ewhat recent
we will move the Physical Educa
tion faculty out of Panzer and construction and opening of Yogi
renovate that building. The next Berra Stadium and Museum, has
series of projects will include major the University considered a revision
renovations for C hapin, Finley of this specific element of President
and Mallory, a new recreational Reid's Master Plan?
facility, and renovation of College
Hall.
C ole: We continue to review
the University's athletic and recreJV: How do you feel what could
S ee “ Q & A ” o n p . 6
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Q&A
Continued from p. 3
ational needs on an ongoing basis,
and we continue to explore ways
to make a new recreational facility
a reality, includ ing the recently
instituted recreation fee designed
to build a fund for d e b t service
payments on such a construction
project.
JV: It's no secret that the University
is fairly la n d -lo c k e d . How w ill a
shortage of physical space play into
consideration of new or renovated
recreational facilities?
Cole: As we transition from surface
parking to multi-level deck parking,
we will open up a good portion of the
University's land for purposes other
than parking, and we should then
have adequate land for appropriate
recreational facilities.

JV: “The p h ysica l facilities to
serve the teams were inadequate,
antiquated and in some regards
were non-existent ... that the co l
lege was able to come up with as
many winning teams as it did was
a testimony to the dedication and
ability of the teaching staff. I doubt
if any of the team s against which
Montclair played worked against
such handicaps.”
Former MSU President Ernest Par
tridge said this in 1968. How are
things different in 2001 ?
Cole: The quote from President
Partridge in 1968 demonstrates that
Montclair State always has been,
and will continue to be, a work in
progress. My guess is that presidents
probably said similar things in 1948
and 1928, and no doubt, my suc
cessor will have her list of urgently
needed facilities improvements in
2028.
JV: Are MSU's efforts in working
on athletic facilities in any way con
nected to the successes of its athletic
teams? Why or why not?

dent athletes and the coaches.
Facilities don't win games; ath
letes do.
JV: An MSU Ad-Hoc Committee
reported, last May, that MSU tied
for eighth in the state out of 10 in
terms of its athletic and recreational
facilities.
While MSU is second in the state
behind Rutgers in terms of student
enrollment, how has it addressed that
it is surpassed by smaller institutions
like Richard Stockton College (first of
10 surveyed) and Rowan University
(third of 10) in terms of sports facili
ties?
Cole: We will address this issue
the way we address all our needs.
We carefully analyze the needs of
our educational programs and the
campus environment; we prioritize
those needs; and then we work
at them, improving the University
environment year by year. The list
never goes away; it just changes. A
baseball stadium, or a library, or a
residence hall that is a superb facility
one year will likely be back on the
list in the future. It is a cycle and a
continuing process.

JV: Projections for MSU's next
in co m in g class of freshmen are
calculated between 1,000 and 1,500
students. How is the state of Panzer
Gym and related facilities addressed
in terms of prospective student
recruitment? How does the state of
these facilities speak to students
considering enrolling at other New
Jersey state institutions?

C ole: A ccording to surveys of
our new freshmen, the four most
im portant reasons they com e to
MSU are: (1) MSU's good academic
reputation; (2) MSU's graduates get
good jobs; (3) MSU has low tuition;
(4) MSU is near home. While I am
certain that our students would enjoy
having better recreational facilities,
the benefits of the University in its cur
rent form are a sufficiently substantial
inducement to attract thousands of
students.

JV: Individuals like Steve Smith
in Campus Recreation have rejuve
nated student activity in Intramural
contests and recreational program
ming. How do lim itations in Panzer
Gym restrict students interested
in recreational activities? Are any
short-term solutions in the works
to increase/maintain activity in
Campus Recreation while address
ing space limitations in MSU's sports
facilities?
C ole: Scheduling for athletics,
recreation and physical education
is amazingly complex. Those three
areas do an excellent job working
together .to maximize the use of our
facilities. Together they are one of
the best examples of teamwork on
campus.

Steve Smith and his assistant,
Marcus Jackson, have done an
excellent job of revitalizing the intra
mural and recreation program. Part
of their efforts has been to be as
imaginative and creative as possible.
They have worked hard to introduce
programs and activities that utilize

SETO N H A L L
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But the bottom line is that athletic
success is less dependent on facilities
than it is on the hard work, discipline,
commitment and talent of our sru★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
P ositions A va ila b le Im m e d ia te ly *
fo r M a4 Scientists.

*

★★★★★★★★★

J

Ma<t Science o f N orth Central New Jersey ★
is currently looking fo r students to work J
1-4 hours a week teaching science classes ★
to kiefs. Excellent pay-inclucfing training!! J

Do You:
★ Love W orking with chiMrenf
★ Have fu ll-tim e access to a car/
★ Have an outgoing personality/
i f you answered yes to these questions,
give us a call at C973) 244-1880
an<f set up an interview.

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
*

J
*

★
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★*

JV: The SGA has addressed taking
an active role in MSU's athletic pro
grams. What kind of involvement
has the administration had in meet
ing with the SGA and addressing
their concerns regarding athletic
programs and the facilities that house
them?

Has their been dialogue about
working with the SGA in establishing
a facilities m aster plan that would
contain direct feedback from stu
dents?
Cole: I meet with the SGA officers
quite regularly as do other members
of the administration. I always find
their ideas and comments useful,
and we have certainly discussed a
variety of issues related to athletic
and recreational facilities.

As we get closer to looking at
building new facilities, the Student
Government and other representa
tive groups will have ample oppor
tunities to be a part of the discussions
regarding what type of facility should
be built and what purposes it should
serve. Any uses of the recreation fee
to support short-term goals will also
be discussed with student represen
tatives before any final decisions
are made.

U N IV E R S IT Y .
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Cole: In regard to athletics, there
is no question that better facilities
would certainly help with recruit
ment of student athletes and would
improve the quality of life for every
one.

facilities other than Panzer Gym,
so that students can be provided
with a quality program that is not
constrained by thinking that Panzer is
the only space on the campus that is
available for recreation purposes.
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S U M M E R S E S S IO N 2001
E arn u p to 15 cre d its th is sum m er.
T h re e su m m er se ssio n s, in c lu d in g a sp e cia l ea rly th re e -w e e k
m in i-se ssio n , o ffe rin g u n d erg rad u ate and g rad u ate co u rses. E v e n in g
an d d ay tim e classs a v a ila b le to co m p le m e n t y o u r su m m e r sch e d u le .

M ay 9 - M ay 25 • M ay 29 - June 28
July 9 - August 9
. M o r e than 200 General Education and Core C urriculum Courses in clu d in g : .
OT Theory and Practice
Introduction to Audiology
Museums o f Paris
Business and Society
Management and Organizations
Broadcast Programming
Introduction to M ultim edia
C ultural and Ethnic D iversity
Educational Psychology

M icrocom puting I/II
American H istory
Business Ethics
Introduction to Astronomy
Introduction to Political Science
Adolescent Psychology
Sport Psychology
Introduction to the Bible
Contemporary M oral Issues

For more information on
Summer Session course offerings, call (973) 761-9363.
or visit our Web site at wivw.shu.edu

High school and visiting students are welcome.
400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, New Jersey 07079
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Over 1,100 students voted last week in the SGA Executive Board
elections, the highest turn-out that the SGA has seen in several years.
But while candidates proudly talked about their cam paign goals
and the SGA’s motto - “Students Serving Students” - The M ontclarion
sought to find out who really elected the new SGA.
In addition to exit polling, nearly 200 students took part in our

biographical polling, which asked people to identify themselves in
terms o f gender, age, major, year, com m u ter o r resident status, and
campus involvement.
H ere’s what we found ...

1
no involvement

COURSES STARTING SOON!
I f you $re takin g the GRE o r the GMA T, then prepare
w /th The P rinceton R eview , rig h t on ca m pus!
tall Class Size - Maximum o f 8 stu den ts.
The M o st Up-To-Date Materials.
State o f the A rt Online R esou rces.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
C all us to d a y fo r m o re in fo rm a tio n Sh M S U disco unts, o r
to e n ro ll in the GRE a n d GM A T courses s ta rtin g s o o n !

(800) 2-REV4EW

w w w . PrincetonReview. com

Information Compilation and Analysis by Jam es Davison, Production Editor
Graphic Design byjenn Winski, Graphic Design Editor
Special Thanks to SGA Attorney General Rob Blauvelt
And Election Officials Who Aided in Biographical Polling
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Diner

SGA

Continued from p. 3

Continued from p. 1
Legislator Stalin Vallejo received 35
percent of the vote.
Marla Tortoreto, also running
unopposed, won the position of BOT
Alternate, and received 932 votes.
For the positions of Justice, both
SGA Vice President Bill Guardlno
and SGA Director of Greek Affairs
Carrie Jepson re ceived the one
vote required, according to SGA
statutes, to gain the seats of Justice.
Guardlno received 488 votes, and
Jeppson received 423.
26 votes went to write-in candi
dates.
“ I think the overall turnout was
g re a t," said SGA President Mike
Kazimir who Is preparing to leave his
role as SGA President.
"Firstly, the elections were con
tested, which always adds to voter
turnout, secondly because of the
great advetlslng of Rob Blauvelt
[SGA Attorney General], and finally

PHOTO COURTESY OF AUXILARY ENERPRISES

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER: The shell o f the diner, which Is
being constructed at Kullman Industries in Lebanon, NJ before it w ill be
shipped and assembled on campus in Lot 16.
ness through the night. It will continue
as a 24-hour service.
"Knowing college students are
nocturnal, It'll be a great addition
to the late night food service we
already have," said Rakowsky.
"Maybe the diner will attract a
different niche we haven't attracted
yet, and now we'll have two viable
programs as an option other than
the late night being the only show
In town."
Individuals will be able to pur
chase food either with Red Hawk
dollars, cash or credit cards.
Rakowsky Is looking mostly to
students and faculty as the clients
for the diner, which will seat up to
I.l9.

"We're not Into competing with
Six Brothers or the Tlck-Tock diners,"
said Rakowsky.
"We might get some clients from
outside campus, but probably not.
We want to serve our own popula
tion."
Once the diner Is com pleted,
MSU will be the first university in NJ to
build a diner on Its campus. Other
NJ campuses, which have diners on
their campuses, built the campus
around the already-existing struc
ture.
The diner will remain open over
the summer.
A grand opening will take place
on the first day of classes.

because of all the work of the elec
tion committee, all the Class Ones
and the candidates who really pub
licized themselves. We made It more
of an activity than just a vote."
Mammaro, Fitzpatrick, Meslas,
Elhagln and Tortoreto are all mem
bers of the "MSYou" party ticket.
"All the people who were elected
are well qualified, and will be more
than able to fulfill the responsibilities
of the position," said Kazimir.
"We had a great momentum this
year for the elections, and w e're
now planning to keep the momen
tum going. The campaign for the
elections doesn't just begin a week
before the elections, It begins a year
before the elections, and w e 're
planning to do even more to encour
age students to p a rticip a te and
hopefully get an even greater voter
turnout."

Cheerleading
Continued from p. 1
pep band, fan clubs, a cheerlead
ing squad or a combination will be
used.
Gera feels that the Athletic
Department is “ trying to think more
broadly a b o u t w ha t students at
MSU would re act more positively
to, to create a positive game atmo
sphere."
David Perlmutter, a two-year
member of the cheerleading squad,

reacted to news about the possible
change by stating, "We've made a
300 percent Improvement from last
year and the future is looking very
bright for the team."
Perlmutter also added that the
Improvement was due In part with
the hiring of new coach, Marc
Franco, who was unable to be
reached for comment.

L

Registration
Continued from p. 1
of not receiving notices for registra a new forwarding address, and 53
tion.
came back with a new address. For
"I never received any notice of notices that had a new address,
when to register," said student Crlstln notifications were sent to the correct
Curry.
address Immediately.
"I had to go down to my advisor,
If a student has not yet received
and he told me when I was register notice of their registration priority,
ing. They [Office of the Registrar] they are urged to contact the Regis
have to get their
trar's Office Imme
act together. This
diately.
Is the third time I’ve
Another option
66 T h is is t h e t h ir d
had trouble reg
Is to call the Voice
TIME I’VE HAD
istering because
Response System.
of their mistakes.
When calling the
TROUBLE REGISTER
This has happened
VRS, the system
ING BECAUSE OF
too many times."
will inform them of
De
Blasio
t h e ir [O f f ic e o f
their registration
believes a valid
priority if they are
R e g is t r a r ] m is t a k e .
reason for a stu
calling before their
dent not re ceiv
priority.
95»
ing
registration
De
Blasio
notification is due
-S tu d e n t C ristin C u rry
advises students,
to changes In
"Make certain that
address.
you notify the University when you
"When students move, they don't change your address, and read the
always notify my office or the U.S. course schedule booklet carefully
Post Office of an address change," because It contains the d a te of
she said.
when Registration Priority Notifica
De Blasio confirmed that 10,712 tions will be sent as well as the dates
Registration Priority notices were that your Registration Priorities will
both generated and mailed. Of be assigned."
those mailed, 31 came back without

Every time a company makes a product, they also use energy and natural
resources. Every time you make a purchase, you could save some of that
energy and those resources. ’Cause when you buy durable and reusable
products, there’s less to throw away. And less to replace. For a free shop
ping guide, please call 1 800 CALL-EDF.

WWW.
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
TEACHERS
LOCAL 1904
M ONTCLAIR S TA TE U N IV ER SITY
JAMES P. KEENEN III, JOSEPH T. MOORE, ANITA E. UHIA AND CONNIE W ALLER

SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT FUND
Four $500.00
scholarships will be
awarded to MSU students
PU RPO SE: In May 1996, the members of A FT local 1904 established the Scholarship Endowment Fund as an expression
o f esteem and respect for James P. Keenen III, Joseph T. Moore, Anita E. Uhia, and Connie Waller. We honor their signal
service to the University as founders and leaders o f A FT Local 1904, and their distinguished intellectual and teaching
careers. Recipients o f awards made by the Fund will be known as Keenen-Moore-Uhia-W aller Scholars. The Fund is
dedicated to help full-time undergraduate and graduate students enrolled at least one semester at M SU prior to the applica
tion date and who in whole or in part depend on their own work for the economic resources required for their enrollment or
otherwise to pursue their studies in a recognized University program.

ELIGIBILITY: Eligibilty is limited to students who:
a. are enrolled FULL-TIME at M SU at the time the award payment is made;
b. are not on acedem ic or disciplinary suspension or probation;
c. in whole or in part depend on their own work for the econom ic resources for their enrollment at M SU .

APPLICATIONS: A complete application consists o f the following:
a. a completed application form and essay prepared by the student and;
b. letters o f recommendation from a combination o f any two o f the following employed at M SU : faculty members,
professional staff members, or librarians, who are m em bers o f the A F T L o cal 1904 b argan in g unit.
C R IT E R IA F O R S E L E C T IO N : Applications will be evaluated on the basis of:
a. the student’s essay describing the economic need, how the award will be used, and the role o f higher education in
the student’s life, and;
b. letters o f recommendation.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
The student application packet (cover sheet and essay) and the two letters o f recommendation must be submitted to AFT,
Local 1904, M ontclair State University, College Hall Room 318C no later than 4:30pm on May 2, 2001.

Late or incomplete applications will not be accepted.
For additional information and application packets contact:
Mrs. Linda T\irano, Adminstrative Associate
Dr. Bill Sullivan, Executive V.P.
A FT, Local 1904
M ontclair State University
Upper montclair, NJ 07043
9 7 3 -6 5 5 -4 4 5 3

www. AFTlocal 1904.org/kmschol.htm

AFT, Local 1904
M ontclair State University
Upper montclair, NJ 07043
9 7 3 -6 5 5 -7 0 8 9

^
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SGA SCHOLARSHIP FUND INC. AWARDS
« »

Listed below is the breakdown for the SGA Scholarship Fund, Inc. Award
CHILD CARE CENTER SUBSIDY
2.25 G.P.A. FULL & PART TIME STUDENTS
The SGA Fund, Inc. will subsidize students who are parents up to $40 per week for full time and
@ 2 0 per week for part time to send their children to the Child Care Center
at Montclair State
University Awards are to be based on financial need. 30% o f revenues or up to $2,500 annually. Number
o f recipients by the board.

DR. EDWARD MARTIN SCHOLARSHIP
2.5 G.P.A. FULL TIME ONLY AT LEAST SOPHOMORE STATUS
In recognition o f Dr. Edward Martin former Dean o f Students at Montclair State University. The
SGA Fund, Inc. will award two, $1,000 scholarships or 20% o f the fund to students who have exhibited
excellence in leadership and service to the campus community.

NON TRADITIONAL STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
3.0 OR ABOVE G.P.A. AT LEAST SOPHOMORE STATUS
This scholarship is intended for students over the age o f 25 either full or part time who attend
either Weekend College or evening classes and exhibit academic prowess and a desire for learning to
enhance their career or personal goals. Personal statement required. Three, $500 awards or 20% o f the
fund.

OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD
3.2 OR ABOVE, G.P.A. AT LEAST SOPHOMORE STATUS
This award is intended for students who have maintained a high standard o f excellence in their
academic endeavors while committing time to either SGA chartered organizations or the campus
community, (i.e. Residence Life, Athletics, etc.) Awards will be based on the quality o f service and
G.P.A., 2, $1,00 awards or 20% o f the fund.

EBY OHAMADIKE SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
NO GPA REQUIREMENT
This award is dedicated to the memory o f Eby Ohamadike and intended for a student who has
dedicated time and effort in educating the campus community on cultural diversity and pride in their
particular cultural background. In addition, the recipient must have exhibited a desire to bring different
sects o f campus together in celebration o f our collective heritage. Essay required. 1, $500 award or 10%
o f fund.

FRESHMAN SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
3.0 G.P.A., FULL TIME FRESHMEN ONLY
This award is intended for freshmen only showing campus involvement. A two page typewritten
essay must describe how your first year at Montclair State University has helped you to grow as an
individual. 2, $500 awards will be given.

OTHER UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP RECEIVED:

MAY BE NOMINATED BY FACULTY M EM BER OR ADMINISTRATOR:

SIGNATURE

POSITION/DEPARTMENT

PLEASE RETURN TO THE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE SGA NO LA TER
THAN MONDAY, APRIL 16,2001
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Sportsmanship Rolls Into Panzer Gym
MSUCommunity Goes 5-on-5 with the
By Vanessa Alvarez
Staff W riter

gility, speed, determination,
and coordination. These are
all elements that describe
sports. MSU dem onstrated these
qualities when they went up against
the NJ Wheelchair All-Stars.
On Monday, March 26, Panzer
Gymnasium was home to the third
annual Disability Awareness Day
Wheelchair basketball game. The
teams consisted of players from the
MSU community including faculty
and students, coincidentally named
the Rough Riders, and the NJ All-Stars,
who had players ranging from all
different ages and backgrounds.
Dean Harris, Linda Smith, the
SGA, and Elaine Fine, who lead the
University Senate C om m ittee on
Services to Students with Disabilities,
organized the event, which brought
together many people from the com
munity. There was also tremendous
support from several fraternities and
sororities on campus including, Sigma
Gamma Rho, Kappa Alpha Psi, Mu
Sigma Epsilon, and Lambda Theta
Phi, and Lambda Theta Alpha.
And what would any game be
without referees and an announcer?
On this particular evening, Sal Shafaro
and Roberto Soultrada from Verizon
Wireless were the referees, while
Jameel Adams brought sparks and
enthusiasm to the game as an amaz
ing announcer. Fora man who can’t
say enough, there was just too much
for him to say. He put it best when
he said, "This is just fantastic and a lot
of fun. This is an extreme example of
positive sportsmanship and skills; it's

A

Wheelchair All-Stars

a beautiful thing to be a
part of."
The NJ All-Stars were
confident of their talent
and started the Rough
Riders off with a 30-point
lead. Most of the players
on the MSU team were
having a great time,
and showed the growing
crowd just that as they
played. They had some
advantages over the NJ
All-Stars, which included
the 30-point lead and
the fact that they didn't
have to dribble the ball
down the court.
Within the first 10 min
utes of the game the
MSU Rough Riders scored
their first basket and were
proud of their a c c o m 
plishment. The NJ AllStars, with players like
Downtown, Magic and
Leon, m ade sure th a t
they had the comeback.
By the second quarter
LIZBETH VICTORERO / THE MONTCLARION
the NJ All-Stars were in
the lead with a score
The NJ W heelchair A ll-S tars defeated MSU students, sta ff and faculty at last
of 32 - 23. Halfway
Monday’s basketball game, even after giving them a 30-point lead to start o ff the
into the second quarter
game.
The final score was 100-99.
Dean Harris, coach of
the Rough Riders, was
asking people in the stands to play going. It was an intense, but fun- to thank everyone that came out to
in support of their school. Freshman filled evening that demonstrated show their support on this night."
The definition of sportsmanship
John Mure was one of these players. extreme sportsmanship on behalf
He expressed his feelings best by of both teams. The final score that is to observe the rules of the game
stating, "It's amazing how they play evening was NJ Allstars 100 and the and win or lose with grace. The third
with such an uplifitng and optimistic MSU Rough Riders 99.
annual game was filled with plenty
attitu d e even though they have
Dean Harris put it best by saying, of sportsmanship, a lot of fun and
disabilities; I had a lot of fun."
"We are building more support each it showed us that anyone can play
The crowd was happy and the year. It's great that a diverse group a sport if you put your honest effort
players put on a great game that of faculty and students, who are and heart into it.
night. The cheers could be heard able- bodied are com ing out to
out by the College Hall bus stop participate and learn what it is like to
and got louder as the game kept play from a disabled position. I want

Kappa Alpha Psi Recognizes Phenomenal
Women During Women’s History Month
By Michelle Whitehead
Sta ff Writer

omen making history by
molding the future" was
the theme of Phenomenal
Woman, an appreciation program
held on March 28 to honor female
advisors and teachers. Sponsored
by Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.,
the Caribbean Student Organiza
tion and the NAACP, the awards
dinner paid tribute to five outstanding
members of the MSU family.
"For Women's History Month we
wanted to bring out dynamic women
and show our appreciation for all fhe
women who help on campus. The
teachers and the counselors are the
ones who are there for us as students
and we wanted to give something
back to them," said T. Jasen Cooper,
a brother of Kappa Alpha Psi.
The event was certainly one that
showcased the achievem ents of
women both throughout history and
right here at MSU. The evening

W

was complete with musical perfor were chosen from a group of faculty
mances by young female artists, a members nominated by members
reading of Maya Angelou’s famous of the student groups that organized
poem "Phenomenal Woman” and the event.
a compelling speech by Dr. Leslie
Washington com m ented that
Wilson addressing the im pact being an advisor sometimes proves
of wom en on
to be a difficult task
American life.
because it means
The highlight
making sure stu
66 F or W omen ’ s
of the dinner was
dents complete the
H istory M onth we
the presentation
requirements
for
of awards to the
their chosen field.
WANTED TO BRING OUT
women
being
She said, "Being
honored.
The
honored reflects
DYNAMIC WOMEN AND
recipients were
what students and
Cheryll Willis from
various organiza
SHOW OUR APPRECIATION
Financial
Aid,
tions think of those
Marie Washing
of us who are
FOR A LL...W H O H ELP. 9 9
ton, an Aca
represented here
-T . J a s e n C o o p e r
dem ic Advisor
and shows they
for the Health
are recognizing our
Careers
Pro
achievements."
gram, Dr. Delores McMorrin of the
As each wom an stepped for
Educational Opportunity Fund, Dr. w ard to a c c e p t her aw ard, the
Dorothy Deremer, Chairperson of student who nominated her read a
the Computer Science Department, short biography of the winner and
and former Director of Greek Affairs, explained why she was chosen to
Kesha Drakeford. The phenomenal receive one of the awards. It was
women recognized at the event clear the students who nominated

the award recipients had truly been
affected by the guidance the teach
ers and advisors have provided.
One by one the students told stories
of how their nominees became an
inspiration to them by showing them
encouragement and support.
It was also apparent that the
teachers and advisors have been
touched by the accomplishments of
their students. “ It's a privilege to be
honored by this group. I'm excited
these young women have taken
on leadership roles in recognizing
administrators on campus who have
provided guidance and opportuni
ties," said McMorrin.
Drakeford, who recently resigned
from MSU to pursue a position with
the Department of Education, gave
an acknowledgment to her mother
during her acceptance speech and
stressed that she will miss everyone
at MSU when she leaves. She said,
"It's so overwhelming to know that
students have seen me as a role
m odel. There are just no words
to describe w hat it means to be
honored here tonight."
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l i r in fo rm in g MSU if th e issues \m
a ffe c tin g to d a y 's L a tin o A m e ric a n s
By Theresa Concepcion
StaffW riter

hile the Hispanic p o p 
ulation in the country
is increasing at a rapid
pace, so are the challenges they
continually have to face. One
of the most recent challenges
brought to light is the increasing
high school drop-out rate of
Hispanic girls. The A m erican
Association of University Women
released a report this year that
found Hispanic girls to drop out of
high school at a much higher rate
than black or white students.
They also have the lowest
rate of completing four years of
college, which is currently at 10
percent. The study of Hispanic
girls said their high school dropout
rate was 30 percent, compared
with 12.9 percent for black female
students and 8.2 percent for white
female students. However, the
study did not attem pt to get a
more detailed racial breakdown
of people identified as Hispanic.
There are several reasons
tha t may a ffe c t the drop-out
numbers, including an increasing
pregnancy rate, financial pres
sures as well as cultural pressures
that tend to put familial obliga
tions ahead of academ ic needs.
With Hispanics in position to soon
become the top minority in the
country, there are many steps
that need to be taken into order
to effectively address the prob
lem of lack of education to His
panics.
In Kean University, these steps
have already been taken. Since
1988, Kean University has had
Project Adelante, meaning "for
ward," encouraging Latino stu
dents in middle and high school
to remain in school as an invest
ment in their future. The environ
ment at Kean is a w elcom ing
one, with classes taught both in
English and Spanish by bilingual
instructors. The classes meet for
about four hours on Saturday
mornings during the fall and spring
semesters and from about 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. daily for five weeks
during the summer.
In addition to formal instruc
tion, project activities include
career counseling, mentoring,
tutoring, and group and individual
counseling for students. With
the hope that the students will
be able to envision themselves
as part of a college-educated
world, all classes are held in the
Kean’sSchool of Education build
ing to expose young Latinos to a
college environment. There are
also project enrichment activities
that usually include field trips
as well as parental involvement
efforts. Parental involvem ent
is also a key fa c to r in Project

W

Moving ‘Forward’
To Keep Hispanic
Students in School

Adelante’s success. Parents must agree
Project Adelante has enjoyed
in writing to support the project actively, increasing success. Among their
a requirement that can be satisfied by achievements, 97 percent of Adelattending meetings, special events, ante's students finish high school,
field trips, or ESL courses; writing letters and all but one of the 32 most recent
of advocacy and maintaining contact graduates went on to college. Eng
with the program. There have been lish-language skills of participants
many instances where even parents have increased. Pre-and post-tests of
were inclined to go back to school Project Adelante participants indi
to further their education because of cate that 80 percent of the students
Project Adelante's programs.
increased their English language
The program, which
scores. Further
is based in Union,
more, a high level
NJ, targets a specific
of parent partici
6 6 P ro ject a d e la n te ...
area in New Jersey.
pation has been
[E ncourages ] L atino
Project Adelante serves
achieved, with
approximately 150 stu
more than 50
STUDENTS IN MIDDLE AND
dents with limited Eng
percent of par
HIGH SCHOOL TO REMAIN
lish proficiency (LEP)
ents attending
in grades 6-12 in desig
project activities,
IN SCHOOL AS AN
nated schools in three
courses,
and
school districts - Perth
INVESTMENT IN THEIR
aw ard cerem o
Amboy, Elizabeth, and
nies.
FUTURE. 99
Passaic -- near Kean’s
With
the
campus.
The NJ
increasing His
Department of Higher
panic population
Education supports Project Adelante in the United States, it is this kind of
as an outreach to secondary school program that more communities,
students who are at risk of dropping cities and states need in order to
out of school or who need additional ensure an equal education to His
support to ensure that they enter a panics. Many Hispanics who are
college program. A state grant supports new to the country begin school
materials, staffing, and other routine facing the challenge of learning a
expenses. The program also has a strong new language apd balancing the
business partner with AT&T.
responsibility between family obliga

tions and scholastic ones. It is not
only that programs be developed
in order to help them balance their
newfound responsibilities, but help
them reach their full potential.
Another positive aspect of the
program is that it helps to not only
encourage students to fulfill their
academ ic aspirations, it also helps
in changing their ideas, particularly
for women, about their place in
society. The problems Hispanics
face only help to contribute to the
negative stereotype of Hispanics
being uneducated and unable to
truly support a family that is often
started at too young of an age.
By giving Hispanic students posi
tive alternatives and a chance at
a higher education, we not only
increase their c o n fid e n c e and
chance of success, but their self
esteem, helping to turn a negative
stereotype into a positive view of a
people who are more than capa
ble of reaching their full potential.
Given an equal opportunity to
become fluent in English, and edu
cated in a welcoming and diverse
environm ent. Project A delante
helps its students learn that the
opportunities are boundless once
p la c e d upon the right path to
reach them.
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Andres Lara: MSU Student Who Writes to
Many and Inspires All
A Desire to Change Lives Translates Into a Self-published Book
-------------------- — -----------------

during his lunch
, . ..<■i
fJU; • *
By Michele Phipony
period. Having
Feature Editor
failed the HSPT,
Lara motivated
himself to write
for three peri
ods straight over
the course of his
or many of us, hearing about senior year so
the amazing life of a man who that he could
came to America on a tugboat get into college.
from Cuba, made his way through After submitting
high school using the two or three the applications
English words he knew, and began and essays, his
conducting Keynote speeches and dream of going
college
publishing his own books when he to
entered college, is a story better left cam e true the
he
for the front page of Star Magazine. day
an
But what if that story wasn't a story received
at all, but the reality of a student a p p l i c a t i o n
here at MSU? Often found swiping ID letter from MSU.
But it wasn't
cards at the front desks of Freeman
and Russ Hall, Andres Lara, a senior until this year
majoring in speech communication that Lara's inspi
and minoring in creative writing, rational talent
has quite a story to share with the went to print.
"When I first
community.
Six years ago, Lara did, in fact, cam e to MSU,
come to America on a tugboat from I was [involved
COURTESY OF A R R ISA GILBERT
HRLB
Cuba without any parents, relatives with]
or friends. Upon his arrival, he met where you have AN INSPIRATION A DAY K E E P S THE DOCTOR AWAY: Andres Lara perform s Keynote
his brother for the first time in his life to do a lot of speeches all over the country, inspiring people with his story and ongoing motivation.
and lived with him in West New York, community ser
NJ for a year. His inability to speak vice and leadership training...We own workshops by motivational to O ffice D epot, where the people
English made it difficult for him to w ent to [visit] senior citizens and speaker Robert E. Criner, who there helped him compile the finished
com m unicate with others in high read them poetry," said Lara of his encouraged him to "just do it" product. "Everytime I go to a seminar
school, which, in turn, required experience. Lara went on to explain regardless of his language barri or a conference, I offer the people an
him to take extra remedial courses how he was inspired to start his ers. After improvising a speech opportunity to buy the book," adds
in Passaic in front of people, Lara. The profits made from the book
he became "a little discour are going towards a scholarship Lara
aged from their criticism, but is creating for the Ready Foundation,
eventually went back [to an after-school program in Newark that
speaking.]"
keeps kids off the
With
his
streets. "The first
66 O ne id e a could
foot in the door
$100 will go to
of opportunify,
kids in the program
TRANSFORM YOUR ENTIRE
Lara
began
who are in high
m aking Key
school and w ant
LIFE...I STRONGLY
to go to college,"
note speeches
BELIEVE THAT IF YOU USE
explains Lara. “ My
for the beauty
industry,
intention is just to
IT, IT WILL WORK. 99
ge t the message
national c o n 
-A n d res L e r a
out on campus
ferences, Har
vard University,
to donate to the
community."
Boston
Col
Thus far, Lara
lege, and, of
has written over 60
course, MSU.
He soon began writing about inspirational pieces, which are printed
his life in Cuba. "People liked in a collection every month, and he
We do plenty of things throughout the day. In fact we do
my stories and encouraged doesn't see himself stopping anytime
so much, that at times, we miss doing what’s really
me to write more," exclaimed soon. "One idea could transform your
important to us. All our focus is on getting as much done
Lara. After reading about entire life...I strongly believe that if you
as possible.
"Build Your Own Newsletter" in use it, it will work," says Lara confidently.
an e-mail, he began sending "I do believe I’m wonderful."
More does not always mean better. We’ve all had a day where
Lara also believes that he owes most
daily inspirational messages
we’ve accomplished ONE thing that has made a huge difference
to his friends.
“ I began of his success to his experience here
for us. What made the difference? We accomplished what
co lle ctin g pe ople's e-mail at MSU. "I value everything I got from
was important to us. Important things are things that we
addresses...the positive pres here -- my career, my mentors at the
value greatly, such as spending time with family, taking our
sure helps me express my E.O.F. program, my self-development,
loved ones out, going to our favorite play, etc.
ideas," says Lara. "There’s my influences and the girl of my dreams,"
always the moment when you says a quite c o n te n t Lara.
He
Quality outperforms quantity. We always have plenty to do.
think a b o u t all the people encourages anyone interested in
Yet the more we do, the more we have to do. Let’s align
waiting for the newsletter and re ceiving a free daily inspiration to
with what’s important to us. Let’s ask ourselves, “What’s
you d o n 't want to let them e-mail him at Everydaylnspiratlonreally important to us at this moment? What do we value
down."
subscrlbe@ toplca.com. Till then he will
the most in our lives?” Then, let’s do that.
Over spring break, Lara continue to inspire the MSU community
skipped breakfast, lunch and with a story that began on a tugboat
MORE DOES NOT ALWAYS MEAN BETTER.
dinner to put together a book and continues right here on campus,
BETTER MEANS MORE.
entitled, Everyday Inspiration. proving once more that "It's a small
Not having m oney to pay world after all."
an editor, he took his work

F

Whafs Important?
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W orkshops Create Confident Childcare Communicators
Teachers from Singapore Aim at Bringing Arts to Education System
By Michele Phipany
Feature Editor

rom the keyboard sprung a play
ful melody as an energetic pre
kindergarten class from the MSU
Childcare Center dashed into the
middle of the circle of prospective
educators and teachers who, with
their breaths held so as not to disturb
their entrance, seemed to have
blended into the walls. Forming a
smaller circle with the group and
leading them in a "Hello" song
were four early-childhood specialists
from Singapore who had come to
broaden the horizons at MSU and
introduce art and dram a to the
classroom.
Kopps Lounge was suddenly
transformed into a child's play
haven, where toys were not needed
and im agination was everything.
Before long, the children found them
selves embarking on a magical jour
ney. It began with an invisible sand
wich and a "repeat-after-me" song
that initiated the children, with the
help of some "magic glue," to sound
out and put together the word
"boat." With innocent laughter and
imaginary tools, the pre-kindergarten

F

class chopped wood to build a boat, up the staircase, and taking with
using their favorite colors to paint it them the world of imagination that
exists within every child.
the color of a rainbow.
"For a child, imagination is very
Then they were off, setting sail
for an island adventure with the real. The discipline requires that
rhythm of the keyboard keeping their you do not pretend, but that you
anticipation well above sea level. In becom e, you are." Julia Gabriel,
order to seek shelter on the island, founder and principal of Chiltern
each child had to get to the other House in Singapore, shared her
side of a river overflowing with scary insight on developing programs that
creatures. With a "step...step... use music, drama, movement and
wobble...wobble...hop..5kip...jump...LEAP," other arts as vehicles to enhance
the children overcam e their fears learning in early childhood class
rooms.
and safely made it
"What
we
to the other side.
are doing here is
Inside
they
66 F or a c h ild ,
child's play and
re p e a te d tongue
d ra m a ...th e s e
twisters with their
IMAGINATION IS VERY
are rituals of
new friends from Sin
REAL. T he DISCIPLINE
suspending real
gapore, while out
ity and enabling
side it began to
REQUIRES THAT YOU DO
them to learn
snow.
To keep
NOT PRETEND, BUT THAT
by
participat
warm, the class
ing."
The work
decided to once
YOU BECOME... 99
shop was the last
more take out their
- J u lia G a la n e l
of three work
magic and make a
shops sponsored
stew. In it, the chil
by the Center of
dren put everything
from sugar to eggs and M&M's and Pedagogy’s Agenda for Education
fish. One child even shouted, “ I’ll in a Democracy, and partially
put me in it!" only adding to the funded by the Institute of Educa
excitement in the room. After finish tional Inquiry and the Getty Educa
ing their stew and cleaning up after tion Foundation, that took place
themselves, the pre-kindergarten throughout the day.
MSU faculty also involved in plan
class gathered a final time to sing a
"good-bye" song, before skipping ning the workshops included Dr. Tina

Jacobowitz, director of the Agenda
for Education in a Democracy and
the Arts and Teacher Education
Initiative; Dr. Dorothy Heard, School
of the Arts faculty and member of
the Arts and Teacher Education
Initiative; and Dr. Nancy Lauter of
the Early Childhood and Elementary
Program. "We learn to engage
our sentiments...through the arts,"
said Heard as she introduced the
workshop to the circle. "We learn
to see the world through different
perspectives and broaden our hori
zons."
"It is the job of the educator
to keep art in the classroom,"
insisted Jacobow itz. "Hold onto
the arts...inco rpo rate it into the
curriculum ...it is the highest form
of expressing ourselves." Parents,
students and educators looked on
in silence at the way the children
were using the art of imagination to
learn with the four specialists from
Singapore. "We use drama, rhythm,
rhyme, poetry, music and dress-up
in the classroom...It's very real for us,
it must be real for you. It's very hard
not to be passionate about this."
With these creative techniques in
mind, prospective educators may
have a m uch more flexible cur
riculum to work with and a chance
to educate children who believe
that anything is possible.

thursday, aprii 5
8.00 pm
student center annex 113
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Phi Beta Sigma Educates Students about Domestic Abuse
was just having a bad
day, or abused her
StaffW riter
because he had been
drinking. However, no
bad day can com
s Anne w alked dow n the pensate for com m it
Student Center hallway in ting violent acts to
the new skirt she thought her anybody, and studies
boyfriend Matt would adore, her have proven that
friend Tim walked by. Anne waved, alcohol is used by the
but was intent on finding Matt so batterer as a scape
she could show off her new skirt. g o a t for his actions
She did not see M att com e up and there is absolutely
behind her, and grab her arm. He no cause-and-effect
screamed at her about trying to relationship between
get other guys with the skirt. Being the two. In reality, the
shocked at the accusation, she victim needs to get
was at a loss of words, as Matt said out of this situation,
"Sometimes I wonder if I'm dating because the effects
the town prostitute," and threw of abuse results in a
her aside into the wall. Anne burst downward spiral of
into tears. She could not believe violence that will con
Matt interpreted it that way, and tinue and result in
ran after him apologizing.
death for the victim or
This is what is happening every the batterer.
15 seconds to women in the USA.
There are many
It is a violent form of what is called resources that a victim
domestic abuse. On March 27, the can turn to for help, no
Kappa Epsilon Chapter of Phi Beta matter how frightened
Sigma hosted a session on Domestic of threats or retaliation
Abuse and Battered Women, a she may feel. Laws
UZBETH VICTORERO /THEMONTCLARION
problem tha t unfortunately hits on domestic abuse
home more often than it should. have changed tre Speakers Ellen Crowley and Susanne Grossle inform ed the audience about the
Guest speakers Ellen Crowley, clini mendously over the increasing levels of domestic abuse occuring in homes.
cian for Battered Women at the past 30 years. Police
U.M.D.J. in Newark, and Susanne takes domestic abuse
Grossier, attorney in Manhattan's very seriously, and the Domestic Vio
Prosecutor's Office and an advo lence Act was put into effect in
cate of women’s rights, gave seri 1981 and has been re-examined and
ous and eye-opening presentations updated several times since then.
that targeted domestic abuse in
The Civil Law states that if police
partnership and married relation are called to a situation and have
ships.
reason to believe th a t abuse has
The important fa ct to note is occurred, a mandatory arrest must be
that anyone is capable of being a made and victims are to be advised
victim as well as a batterer; it cuts of their rights. Illegal abuse consists
across age, race, economic, and of sexual or physical abuse, stalking,
religious status. There are many the threats with weapons, and any other
~TliOAAcfüß 5
ories as to why men (who make up kind of threat that the victim may fear
‘ Career Fair 2001,10a.m. SC Ballrooms
95 percent of the batterers) exhibit for her safety can be taken as far as
‘ Le Cercle Français,
‘ Swing Phi Swing 'Relationship Forum”, 8p.m.
such violent behaviors towards the Civil Court.
‘ Class I Concerts, 4p.m. SCA 117
Blanton
women who they are supposedly
However, Family Court is an option
‘ Conservation Club, 4p.m. Commuter Lounge
“ in love" with. In the hand-out for many women who do not want to
‘ Haitian Student Association, 3:30p.m. SC Cafe C
‘ Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7:30p.m. SC 41
packet distributed by Ellen Crowley, take it that far. No lawyer is needed
studies show that 60 percent of men and a restraining order can quickly be
‘ African-American/Latln-American “Literature” Conference, 9a.m.
who beat their
put into effect. Other
‘ Spanish Department/Spnish Club Party, 7p.m.
partners grew
means of safety are
up in homes
^
anonym ous w om 
66 WHAT IS HAPPENING
where they had
11
en's shelters, or safe
e x p e rie n c e d
^
houses, as well as hot
EVERY 1 5 SECONDS...IS
parental batterm
<S c ïtu A ( ia ti
7
lines where support
A VIOLENT FORM OF
‘Waterwatch River Cleanup in Patterson
ing, This lead to
B
and options, legal or
‘ Passover Begins at Sundown
the conclusion
||
emotional, are pro-.,
WHAT IS CALLED DOMES
of social learnji
vided to any victim of
TIC ABUSE. 99
ing and that
this horrible crime.
children truly
“ Phi
Beta
do internalize
iMS
Sigma is deeply con
7 7 o a/ á a u
S
their guardians’
|§|||
‘ Conservation Club Hike and Picnic in Sandy Hook,
cerned about this
"i
9:30a.m. SC 121
behaviors.
^
issue...I hope other
These
men
organizations will also
have low self
advocate this topic as well," stated
esteem and show anti-social junior William Brown.
behaviors towards others.
For the victim, the situation may
T iïl& A /c ia c i
7
Signs of physical abuse can seem unclear and frustrating. However,
‘ C.L.U.B.’s Spring Week Begins!
‘ Medieval Society 5:30p.m. Room 418
‘ Cardio Kickboxing, 7-8a.m. Panzer Gym 3
vary from shoving, slapping, kicking, they must know that to better both
‘ N.A.A.C.P., 7p.m. SC Cafe C
‘ Met’s Season Opener, 10:30a.m. Memorial
choking, and destroying property, their own lives and the unacceptable
‘ A.S.S.I.S.T., 7:30p.m. Commuter Lounge
Auditorium
to any kind of sexual force, includ behavior of their partner, they have to
‘ Blow-Up Games, 11a.m. SC Quad
ing rape. The most difficult fa ct take a stand against the abuse. They
‘ Step-N-Tone, 4:45-5:45p.m. Freeman Hall
for the victims to believe is why rhust stop the violence, and through
~ T u < L A c }a u
and how this man could be hurt the tremendous support available
‘ Bungee Extreme, 12p.m. SC Quad
t
‘ O.S.A.U. Meeting, 7:30p.m. SC Cafe C
‘ Unity Collaboration Meeting, 2p.m. SC 417
ing them so badly. Although to and so close at hand, a victim can
‘ Battle of the Bands, 8p.m. SC Ballrooms
‘ I.S.O., 2-3p.m. SC 416
the outsider it may ap pea r that be turned into a survivor; one strong
‘ L.A.S.O., 3:30p.m. SC Cafe C
the women should get out of the woman at a time.
‘ Greek Council Meeting, 5p.m. SC 411
relationship as fast as she can, most
If you or anyone you know is being
‘Alcoholics Anonymous, 5:30-6:30p.m. NC
stay in the relationship. Fear of domestically abused, call the Essex
U U ncf./ui t a a
I I
being alone and other factors County Safehouse Hotline at (973)
‘ Mediatrip.com Tour, 11a.m. SC Quad
determine the kind of excuses she 759-2154.
‘ Caribbean Student Organization,4p.m. SC Cafe C
■s PE.C.T.R.U.M.S., 7-8p.m. SC 417
*SGA Meeting, 4pm SC 411
tells herself. The victim often has
*NJ Astronimical Group, 8p.m. Rl
‘ Low Impact &Tone, 4:45-5:45p.m. Freeman Hall
‘ Foam Party, 8p.m. SC Ballrooms
a belief that she can change her
‘ Jewish Student Union, 5-6p.m. SC 123
partner for the better, or that he
‘ Short Indie Films, 6:30p.m. Ratt
By Tina Snyder
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S.G.I. Holds Forum
Against Violence
e d u c a te a b o u t non-violence, in
which they showed pictures of high
StaffW riter
school shootings such as the one
that took place in Columbine High
School. These efforts have reached
high schools in the local area, includ
ing M ontclair High School. Two
he sound of the smooth black high school students represented by
hands battering on the animal presenting the members of the S.G.I.
skinned African drums echoed and speaking about the programs
through the corridors of the Ratt, with they run at their own schools. One
a lively invitation to any passerby. such event includes a day where
Everyone joined in the united rhythm the students are presented with
of the three performers on stage who group discussions and presentations
introduced the night's events that in efforts to help prevent violent
the Sok Gakkai International- USA outbreaks in the school system.
A very important aspect of the
(SGI-USA) group presented, which
was sponsored by MSU's Women's presentation was the role that Bud
dhism plays in the lives of the S.G.I.
Center on March 29.
The event incorporated speakers members. Within this religion, there
from different walks of life who spoke are Ten Worlds, which are emotions
of the effects Buddhism has held on that act in a way of explaining life.
their life and how it has helped them The first is Hell, which is a place of
through all their difficulties. Along despair, and there are eight more,
with speakers there were poetry each a degree closer to wisdom
readings, personal accounts, a musi before you reach the tenth, Budcal performance, and a question- dhahood, or infinite compassion and
boundless wisdom - the ultimate
and-answer session.
With the introduction of three truth of light.
Furthermore, in Buddhism, there is
African tunes on the drums, each sig
nifying a different part of the culture, the philosophy of cause and effect.
the following beats were presented To every action, there is a reaction.
along with another member of the It is believed that with every decision
S.G.I. who did an African dancing you make, you ultimately choose the
performance. The dancer's enthusi effect. Their idea of promoting vic
asm enhanced audience partici tory over violence is an individualistic
pation and g o t tw o members of issue because society is made up of
individuals.
the crowd to join
This was fol
heron stage and
lowed with the
learn some steps.
66 T he event inco rpo 
members’ personal
Their purpose of
rated SPEAKERS FROM
accounts of Bud
the drummers at
dhism.
Tammy
this event was
DIFFERENT WALKS OF
Phrasier who also
to "bring people
LIFE WHO SPOKE OF THE
represents the stu
into the g a th 
dent body here at
ering," explain
EFFECTS BUDDHISM HAS
MSU was born into
ing that it signi
Buddhism. "Grow
fies strength and
HELD ON THEIR LIFE... 99
ing up, I looked at
power.
my religion as a
One pe rfor
challenging obsta
mance
called
cle," which she
the Sumu is the
result of what the presenter’s grand didn't overcome until she realized
parents remember from the home it was an opportunity to face the
traditions on the West Coast of Africa. challenges in her life. In her eyes,
The Sumu was usually presented "It's all about perspective."
Another student, Chuck, over
at w eddings an d funerals, both
which are observed as happy occa came his stage freight through Bud
sions because in Buddhism death is dhist practice of chanting. This held
a significant impact on his life as a
understood as a time of rebirth.
A few members of the S.G.I. musician because through chanting,
attend MSU, and they spoke of their he gets the power within to perform
involvem ent in the organization. with confidence.
The members of the S.G.I. meet in
Chuck Schafer, a senior, expressed
how the planning for this event each other's homes in the Montclair
was particularly important because area where principles are discussed
March is the month for the Victory of and the law is spread through the
Violence Campaign. Meetings such word of mouth. They also house a
as this one at MSU to promote non Community Center in East Orange
violence by getting in touch with in which they invite people of all
the youth of the world and spread walks of life to join them to discuss
ing Buddhism and culture are held and promote the practice of non
across the nation this month to get violence in their own lives.
The evening ended with a questhe word across to the younger gen
eration. The presenters expressed tion-and-answer session in which
that the sharing of culture, especially school violence and human respect
through conversation, is the way to were the issues. MSU was the per
fe c t lo ca tio n to hold the event,
spread peace across the world.
The idea of touching upon the as students and all who attended
lives of youth is backed up by the experienced exactly what it is that
children’s counteraction of the neg the S.G.I. does first-hand: educate
ativity in the world. In August of 1999, through discussion and "pass on
they held the Victory Over Violence the torch through promotion of non
Campaign in efforts to spread and violence."

The Next 'Miss Am erica?'

By M argaret O'Shea

T

1

Mike “Bill Gates’’Alberta of the Delta Chi fraternity became
Delta Phi Epsilon’s Deepher Dude in an unusual beauty
pageant held Tuesday, March 27.

H elp O thers H elp T hemselves!
E xpanding S ervices !
E xpanding C areer O pp o r t u n it ies !

C

om m unity Access Unlim ited is a not-for-profit, multi-services
provider serving individuals with disabilities and at-risk youth
throughout N J, particularly in Union County. O u r mission
is to enhance the opportunities of those we serve, to gain com m unity
access through greater independence.
W e offer Full and Part Tim e opportunities w ith flexible hours to
accommodate your academic schedule, making them ideal for students in any major,
especially C o m m u n ity Health, Special Education, Psychology, Social W ork, and
Sociology. Excellent benefits package including tuition assistance for Full Tim ers.
T h e following positions are available:

• Employment Specialist - $23K
• Education Specialist - $25K
• Residential Coordinator - $28 - 30K
• Residential Services Support Counselor/Leaders
$10.58 - 12.01 per hour
Provide assistance with Independent Living Skills
in a residential or community setting.

• In-Home Respite Worker
Part Time position, starts at $8.00 per hour/as needed.
BA required for FT position only. Valid driver’s license and car required
for all positions.Other FT/PT opportunities require a minimum
of a high school diploma.

Visit Us at O ur Weekly O pen House - Call for Dates and Times

-m t i t

►

COMMUNITY ACCESS

Send resume / cover letter with salary requirements to:
Community Access Unlimited, 80 West Grand Street
Elizabeth, NJ 07202, Fax (908) 354-0283
E-mail: hrcau@prodigy.net. Please visit our website at: www.caunj.org,
or call our employment line at (901) 354-3040
to learn about all o f our current job opportunities.
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Party In Our Pants
tlm

jset

Monday 4/9:

Tuesday 4/10

11 a.m. to 3 p.m.: Blowe-up Games
Student Center Quad

12 p.m. to 4 p.m.: Bungee Extreme
Student Center Quad

Met’s Season Opener
$15 @ Memorial Auditorium
bus leaves Student Center
@ 10:30 a.m.

BATTLE O r THE BANDS
8 p.m. in the Student Center

Thursday 4/12

Wednesday 4/11
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.: Mediatrip.com
Student Center Quad

6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.: Short Inde Films
The Rathskellar
x

8 p.m. to 11 p.m.: Foam Party
Student Center Ballrooms
<The Fewer Clothes, the better>

12 p.m. to 2 p.m.: KTU College Tour&
Free BBQ :
Student Center Quad

8 p.m.: Battle of the Sexes Codee House
Co-sponsored with ASSIST
The Rathskellar

©
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FREE SHOW

FREE SHOW

Thursday, April 5 • In the Rathskellar • Doors at 7 pm • Show at 8 pm
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StrongkoUi/Delonutor
Records
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E v a h n o w in
-w w i i a a t u i r t

K e n n e t h
V c fi
WWW.

hi p h o p a n d
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H a r d C o r e T o g e t h e r F or O n e N ig h t A t M o n t c l a ir S t a t e u n iv . JN T H E R A T T . $ F R E E $

Thursday, April 5 • In the Rathskellar • Doors at 7 pm • Show at 8 pm

FREE SHOW

J fe -C o H k

FREE SHOW

Sponsored by C lass One Concerts and WMSC 90.3 FM,
C la ss One Organizations of the Student Government Association

Th* Montclarion
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Just Enough: More Than Enough Talent
remark from the press. The video for
the single echoes the feeling of the
StaffW riter
entire album -- rife with scary clowns
in
burning cars and a band playing
r
inside a snow globe, it leaves one
Stereophonies
filling chilled and yet, somehow, safe
and happy.
Just Enough Education to...
The album balances delicately
V2 R ecords
between upsettling and uplifting.
Following "Mr. Writer" is "Step on
My Old Size Nines," a song about
a daydreamer w atching
an old cou ple d a n ce
ust Enough E ducation to Per
and contemplating his
form. the third effort from Welsh
future.
It's
sweet,
trio, Stereophonies (Kelly Jones,
simple, and the song’s
guitar and singing; Richard Jones,
acoustic guitar reflects
bass and harmonic; and Stuart
the
revolutions
the
Cable, drums), is loaded with incred couple must be making around the
ibly crafted songs. The first single, "Mr. dance floor. A harmonica sings in the
Writer,” has been out for a month in background, too, giving the song
Britain and peaked at number five. a very old fashioned and authentic
The album, released on April 9 in sweet feeling.
England, is practically assured a spot
This is followed by an even more
in the top five. The United States will saccharine tune, "Have a Nice Day,"
see the release of the album April 17, about a taxi ride in San Francisco.
and there is almost no chance that The song starts with a chorus - bopit will even enter the charts.
badada, bop-badadada -- it sounds
This is an unfortunate fact, as each corny, but Jones' raspy voice some
song is a beautiful and intricately how lends an authenticity to the
woven story that proves Kelly Jones' track, and it's nearly impossible to
m uch-touted songwriting ability. not be tapping your feet merrily by
The packaging holds a treat for the the end of the song. Never mind the
listener too — a brief description lyrics about a bitter cab driver who
of how, why, and where the song is sick of tourists and artists who are
was made. This is something usually "only in it for more, more, more..."
treasured by those who have seen
Another poppy track follows, and,
the “ Phonics” live shows.
even after repeated listening, it's
The first single and third track, difficult to tell if "Nice to Be Out" is
"Mr. Writer," has by far the longest depressing or not. It’s a song about
description, although it hardly deals travelling, and though it's clear
with the subject matter; music critics. that the travels have been enjoy
This writer is hoping that the sentiment able, it's a little upsetting, though
"I'd like to shoot you all" is gender perfectly natural to hear how the
specific to the title "Mr.," and not singer remembers the places he’s
intended for Mr., and/or Miss Writer. been: "I stood once where Hitler’s
It is a dark and bitter song, obviously feet/ Had stood when he made his
the result of more than one harsh speech/ In Nuremberg in '38..."
By Kat Lupo

J

A few songs later, it is clear the pros and cons of jumping, and
m ood has changed. It seems as decides that his life isn't as good he
though "Watch Them Fly Sundays" thought it was when he walked out
is symbolic of the cheeriness the onto the rooftop, but that it is at least
listener hears fly off the CD. We know interesting enough to keep living.
And the album is interesting
it's gone, and maybe was never
present by track eight, "Everyday I enough to keep listening. And listen
Think of Money." It's a song about ing. At the end of Stereophonies'
a man who drives an armored truck last New York concert, Kelly Jones
filled with money, starts out fantasiz waved to the audience and said,
ing about what he could do with all "Remember, it’s still about songwrit
the money and ends up in the back ing." In a day when radio is full of
of an armored truck, handcuffed technologically enhanced music,
and surrounded by convicts, forever it’ s a g o o d feeling to know that
the CD you’re listening to boasts a
condemned to think of money.
The last song, "Rooftop” cements Wurlitzer as its most technologically
the good/bad feeling. As the name advanced sound, and that it is still an
suggests, we are shown a chilling extremely effective album.
picture of a
person stand
ing on a roof
top,
daring
people
to
dare him to
jump.
The
person w ent
up there to
look around
and clea r his
head and a
crow d g a th 
ers below him.
Jones' voice
sneers at the
crowd, "I don’t
feel that bad/
Can’t help but
laugh/
And
they cry/ They
say jump, and
I say how
high?”
A
Wu rIit ze r
PHOTO COURTESY OF V 2 RECORDS
enhances the
creepy feeling Richard Jones, Kelly Jones and Stuart Cable of
as the poten Stereophonies on m aterial and not marketing with Just
tial
jumper Enough Education to Perform.
weighs
the

Ebay Gone Bad

By James Topoleski
StaffW riter

www. disturbingauctions. com /
uctions are a big rage these
days. Ebay.com and other
related auction sites are trad
ing AmeriCa'Vjunk across the coun
try. But usually when you go on to
buy something, you know what you
are looking for; you d o n 't stop to
see what people are actually trying
to sell. Well, some people decide^to stop and do just that. The result?'
Disturbingauctions.com. And like the
name suggests, these auctions are
just that -- disturbing!
Started in 1999, the site has played
host to images that are more bizarre
than anything you could have pos

A

sibly dreamed of. All the pictures on
the site are actual items that real
pe o p le did try to sell. No, there
are no human souls or anything of
that nature here. Here you'll find
the decapitated head of a Farrah
Fawcett doll, or how about ghost
poo. And, of course, everyone
needs a clown with cactuses grow
ing out of it's...
The site itself is very simple: it
consists of a small database of items
commented on by the creators. This
portion of the site, while bland, is
well thought out, and a lot easier to
navigqte than the current item sec-Jian. It also has a slide show feature
that allows you to view each item
and the site-owner's comments on
it. Some of these com m ents are
amusing, yet scary, since more often
than not they say what the object
was actually going for. It is sad when

people are willing to
part with 92 dollars for
a troll mug that looks
like something I made
when I was 10, rather
than donate the
money to a better
cause.
Because there is
so much junk on
auction sites today,
PHOTOS COURTESY OF DISTURBINGAUCTIONS.COM
disturbingauctions.com
has added a new You didn't know it, but you really want this change
feature.
Now you purse made from what was once a real life frog.
can directly submit
still worth a look, though, since there
listings to a currentitems section of the page. The rea are much more listings here than on
sons behind this is.probably because the main site.
So if your looking for some dolls
of how hard it is to constantly put
forth the effort to update a non-profit that will give Chucky a run for his
web page than anything else. And money, or just looking to see Ameri
unlike the earlier section, this section can Capitalism at its funniest, check
tends to be much harder to read, out Disturbingauctions.com. Besides,
since it uses actual site listings from you never know when you might
Ebay and Yahoo auctions and not need a bunch of naked army fig
the much-easier-to-navigate listings ures.
that the creator came up with. It is
Requirements for best viewing
- Decent web browser
Have a site you want reviewed?
E-mail Cyberlifel09@hotmail.com

^
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Aceyalone Accepted
dogs. His lyrical flow on this track
easily stands out among the rest of
S ta ff W riter
the songs on A cce p te d Eclectic,
and is almost guaranteed to get
your head bobbing. The next headAceyalone
bobber is the title track, which fea
tures some bizarre, cartoonish sounds
Accepted Eclectic
as Acey effortlessly goes on to kick a
NUGRUV / G r o u n d C o n t r o l
prodigious amount of rhymes.
While the fast-paced tracks work
well with Acey’s rhyming style, they
don’t contain his truly insightful, saga
cious lyrics. All the wisdom
ceyalone has been a pivotal
is revealed in the songs
figure of the L.A. underground
with the slower, more
hip-hop scene now for well
relaxed production.
over five years. He has established
While this works well
his status of “ underground treasure"
for some of his insightful
from both his effortless, uncon
material on the disc, it
strained lyrical flow and his clever
witticisms. His solo career begah with bogs down the other wisdom-filled
his cherished debut, All Balls Don 7j^racks. A good example of this is the
h™>r,^a which i»/^c
Bounce,
was mianccH
released back; ^song, "I Never Knew," where Acey
in 1995. Then, in 1998, he surprised confesses his bitter realizations of life.
some people and astonished the The repetitive piano loop becomes
rest with his second effort entitled The tiring on this song, and jS'st isn't
Book Of Human Language, which captivating enough to make this a
was more of a spoken-word concept distinguished song. An instance in
album than a straight-up hip-hop which the slower production works
record. Aceyalone's latest venture well with A cey’s wisdom is on the
into the world of hip-hop, called track “ Microphones," (which fea
A c c e p te d E cle ctic, has the MC tures P.E.A.C.E.), where the beat is
going more “ back to his roots," if you slowed down, but carried through
will. However, Acey still has plenty of well enough to effectively support
creativity and versatility to share with A cey's reflections such as, “ This
his audience, and he’s not afraid to microphone is the one and only thing
that lets me live, lets me open up
divulge it all.
Aceyalone plays various roles and give."
The role of the humorous, funthroughout the hour-long disc,
including the roles of teacher/sage, loving guy emerges from Aceyalone
storyteller, and just plain-old fun- in full form on the track "Bounce,"
loving guy. The topics that are cov in which he relates the relationship
ered on A cce p te d Eclectic range between himself and his girlfriend.
from personal realizations to the When a song begins with the line,
frustrations a tta c h e d to being a "She was always trying to fight me,
rapper. Acey is in full-teacher mode kick me, and bite me, I used to argue
on the opening cut, “ Rappers, Rap with her daily and nightly," you know
pers, Rappers," as he tries to promul there is some sort of attempt to make
gate to all rappers that "every rapper the listener laugh, or at least crack a
has the potential to be laid down on smile. This song comes as a welcome
his or her back." Acey effectively relief from the more heartfelt and
displays his co n fid e n ce (w ithout earnest lyrics included on the rest
indulging in bravado) on the track of the CD. Aceyalone manages
“ Alive," where he announces, "I'm to comically scrutinize his girlfriend
alive as I can be, hip-hoppin' body- without being misogynistic or going
rockin' MC degree." The produc off on a loud harangue that would
tion on both of these tracks is slow ultimately leave the listener with a
and ine ffective , and they d o n 't bad taste in his or her mouth.
serve as the best accompaniment
Although the low points on
to A ceyalone’s vocal prowess on A ccepted Eclectic are few and far
the CD.
between, there are some noticeable
When the production gets a little relapses present. The humorous
faster and more upbeat, things really song, "M aster Your High," which
start getting heated up fast. Interest advises drug users not to get too
ingly enough, Acey does a cover carried away in their indulgences,
of "I Got To Have It," entitled "I Got just seems out of place on a CD that
To Have It Too," which was originally either addresses life in a more serious
performed by Ed O.G. and Da Bull and critical way, or attempts humor
By Ian Stajduhar

A

Latest Venture
on a larger scale. The track “ Golden doesn't cross over into the all too
Mie," is also a little out of character common trend in rap music these
for Acey, as he raps in an ultra-fast days that embraces hostility, nega
style over an extremely mediocre tivity, and violence. In general,
beat.
Aceyalone remains a good sport
Ultimately, on A ccepted Eclectic, throughout the hour-long disc, and
Aceyalone maintains a good bal proves that he is eclectic indeed.
ance between humor, introspec He also proves himself to be one
tion, and the rhyming style that has talented dude, who is largely over
given him acclaim among under looked by mainstream music fans.
ground hiphop
fans.
He proves
that he still
has the gift
of
ga b
when
it
comes to
rhyming
with
the
best
of
them and
b e i n g
creative
and
witty
simulta
neously.
A cey also
maintains a
g o o d
amount of
e n e r g y
throughout
the
disc.
H o w e v e r,
even when
he
does
reveal
his
PHOTO COURTESY OFNUGRUV / GROUND CONTROL RECORDS
insecurities A ceyalone goes solo on his la te s t album, A ccepted
and
frus
trations, he Eclectic.
i f

A v W e s tin :
founder of abe’s 20/20
News Magazine
Speaks on
Television Journalism

At

C LO U D 9

All are welcome
to come to Dickson Hall
Room 178

M arch 29, 30, 31, April 5, 6 & 7 at 8pm
April 1 at 2pm
April 6, 2001 at 1pm

On

wm m m m

D epartment of T heatre and D ance S eries
-presents-

.

Caryl Churchill's Award-Winning Play

STUDIO TH EATRE

Monday, April 9th
from 1-2:30 p.m.

Arrive Early - Seating is Limited

Call 973-655-5112 for reservations
Contains adult language and themes and is for mature audiences.

Sponsored by the English Department’s Vis ting Writers Committee
»-■-■
V
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Solace Unsettling
Electrónica Album Sounds More New
Wave Cheesy than Post-'90s Cool
By Ryan Collins
StaffWriter

fter two releases on indepen
dent labels and some moder
ate success in the late ‘90s,
the electronic pop/rock duo Man
dalay from the U.K. have finally
released their major label debut on
V2 Records. However, unlike the
raw electronic rock of their two previ
ous albums [Empathy and Instinct),
Solace is a mellow muddled mess
of thoughtless song writing. While
stoners may enjoy the mellow atmo
sphere of the record, it all too often
sounds like background music on
one of those self-improvement tapes.
Their experimentation is more like a
bunch of sounds -- not music. They
try to sound so different by putting
instruments that don't sound good
together in a song. The result is
that most of the songs sound very
similar and the album tends to bleed
together.
Mandalay consists of Saul Free
man and Nicola Hitchcock. Free
man is the musician of the group
and writes all the arrangements.
Hitchcock takes on all the vocal
duties, including all the backing
vocals. Her singing also helps to
further muddle the record. She has
a good voice, but it sounds like she’s
strainipg to sing. This makes her hard
to understand and the lyrics get lost
in this.
While the album is a collection
of muddled tunes, one track does
stand out as a solid song. "Believe"
is a touching song about falling in
love. It has a beautiful guitar intro
with some static in the background.
Hitchcock also writes some good
lyrics here. At one point, she sings:
"Who wouldn't sing for love...and I
could follow this." Aside from this
tune though, the rest of Solace is
a mess.
"Not Seventeen," the album's
opener, is a pretty bare song about
a certain lover. The piano riff in it
sounds like something that could
open a cheesy Disney movie. The
piano arrangement improves in the
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refrain, but the added wind instru
ments don’t really work. "Beautiful"
is another song that has some outof-place brass arrangements. The
sound really doesn’ t fit the song.
This tune has Hitchcock reminding a
friend how beautiful they are. In it,
she sings this clumsy line: "You know
you’re beautiful, you are, yes you
are, yes...."
Some other examples of the
albums mellow blurbs are "D eep
Love" and "Flowers Bloom." The
Jatter is a song of self-reflec
tion with an eerie open
ing. The song falls flat
after that though. The
drums are faster, but
the synthesizer is still slow
and sleepy. The result is
only more confusion. "Deep Love" is
a very corny love song (a.k.a. Britney
Spears) with just weirder music to
support the vocals.
Hitchcock can also write some
pretty heavy-handed lyrics about
lovers who have mistreated her. “ It's
Enough Now" opens with a heavyhanded string orchestra to compli
ment the shabby lyrics. "Insensible"
consists of nothing but a cool percus
sion beat. But nothing else is really
there, making it a good substitute
for Tylenol PM.
"Kissing the Day" is probably the
sloppiest of all the songs on the
album. The slippery bass lines consists
of way too many slides. It sounds
like someone who c a n 't play the
bass trying to make up some fills. The
distorted guitar works, but it is not
prominent enough in the song. The
song hits rock bottom after the first
chorus when these really weird noises
(sound like processed moans) start
playing. They are really annoying
and unnecessary.
While there is some really good
electronic music out there(like Radio
head’s masterpiece Kid A), Manda
lay’s Solace is proof that there is also
some really bad electronic music
out there. Freeman and Hitchcock
are a talented duo, but it’s there
production that is all wrong. They
basically produced the entire album
themselves and they may have been
the problem. An outside source may
have better conceptualized their
ideas. The arrangements on the
songs may have been better and
the true sounds and ideas of Man
dalay would have been expressed.

Pick up an

WÍ
UNIVERSITY
W AYNE, N EW JERSEY

ONLINE COURSE
this summer or fall!
Take a 3-credit course without
spending all your time on campus
this summer or fall.

Low Gets Lower with
Things We Lost in the Fire
muted drums and a progression on
electric guitar leading the ba nd’s
Editor-In-C hief
tender vocals. "W hore" is a pop
song played at half speed, a dia
mond in the rough whose most bril
liant moments come from the way
that the band weaves together its
Things We Lost in the Fire
vocal harmonies.
K ranky R eco rds
"Laser Beam" feels like a feather
coasting in the wind of a storm,
Mimi Parker’s tender tenor soprano
calling to mind the more
emotive work of Edith
Frost or Pinetop Sev
here’s something almost magical
en's Darren Richard.
about a band that can capture
Songs
like
"July,"
and convey the comfort in sad
"Closer,"
and
ness, and if there’s one theme run
"Embrace" are often just
ning through Low’s eighth full-length
release, Things We Lost In The Fire as soft and fragile, but grounded
(Kranky Records, 2001), it ’s how with interjections of piano, violin,
familiar and inviting melancholy can and cello.
Far from feeling w eighted by
be.
Low’s sound might not be consid these additions and asides, the
ered ground breaking but it’s just songs seem to develop an almost
as far removed from formulaic or orchestral beauty. They shift from
predictable. Stripping the indie rock dreamy confessionals and lullabies
trio cliches to their barest bones, the to soft-spoken string quartets with the
band writes with rivers and waves band’s ever-present voices leading
of soft electric and acoustic guitars, the way.
This isn’t to say, however, that
adding small measures of percus
sion, strings, piano and effects to Things We Lost is without its imperfec
tions, or that each of the record’s
the mix.
12 tracks are as
What keeps the
songs from feeling
unique or spell
binding as the
second-hand or
66 LOW BREATHES NEW
somewhat omi
stale is, quite lit
nous, gray rain
erally, the b a n d ’s
LIFE INTO THE SOUND
clouds that they
voice, ea ch of
WITH SONGS THAT COAST
might call to mind.
the three mem
bers lend breathy
While some of
GENTLY FROM ANGELIC
and
incredibly
the songs might
HYMNS TO HAUNTING
sound
similar
sugar-sweet per
when viewed indi
formances. While
ODES.... 99
vidually, though,
groups like Bed
they sound almost
head have ven
infinitely different
tured into similar
when taken as a
ground — explor
whole.
ing the dynamics
The once-familiar voices of an
of swaying guitars, whispered lyrics
and hypnotic codas - Low breathes electric guitar give way to subtle
new life into the sound with songs but unusually expansive movements
that coast gently from angelic hymns and the pockets created by the
to haunting odes, often defined on band’s vocals are more meaningful,
the merits of their vocals.
more revealing, and more disarm
The whole album is so light and ing.
ethereal at points, in fact, that it
Much the same could be said of
almost feels as if it were being played the comfort in sadness and, for a
and heard through the half-remem band like Low, the ability to capture
bered gauze of a dream.
those inviting comforts is something
"Sunflower," the album's first track intensely human and magical,
and one of the record's best, is about far from the remains and memo
as tight and clearly structured as ries lost in some
distant fire.
By Justin Vellucci
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Online courses are:
Convenient - Delivered via the Internet.
Flexible - Work on your course any time of day.
Easy to Get Started - A simple on-campus
orientation gets you started.

Available

- Register N O W for Summer and

Fall Classes.
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Great Anime
No. 4: “Neon
Genesis
Evangelion”
By Arnold Kim
StaffW riter

Arts & Entertainment

G oncertCalendar

Saturday, April 7

Thursday, A prils

Breez Evahflowin, Rhythm Trip,
Kenneth Masters, Brlz; Rat, MSU
Pete Yorn, Sem isonic; Bowery
Ballroom
Friday, Aprilb

“3 Song Circus," Andy Stochansky, Erin McKeown, Jiam Ghomeshi;
Bottom Line
Ani DiFranco, Greg Brown, Sweet
Honey in the Rock; Carnegie Hall
Cowboy Mouth, Southern Culture
on the Skids; Irving Plaza

Chuck Loeb; Blue Note
Barefoot Landing, Jupiter Coyote,
Muahens, Ron Levy's W ild Kingdom,
Trial & Error; Wetlands Preserve
Sunday, April 8
P atti LaBelle; Madison Square
Garden Theater
George Bragg, Moe Holmes; Terra
Blues
Monday, April ?
C harlotte Church; Avery Fisher
Hall

A lien A n t Farm, Papa Roach,
Snapcase; Hammerstein Ballroom
Coldplay, Roseland
Tuesday, April 10

34 Satellite; Arlene’s Grocery
Death by Stereo; CBGB's
Stabbing Westward; Don Hill’s
Wednesday, April 11

Me First & the Gimme Gimme's;
Bowery Ballroom
Chaos Theory, S tabbing West
ward; Don Hill's

venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues...
ne of the keys towards
making a successful film is to
feed the audience's hunger
for entertainment, not only satisfying
but also tantalizing them with each
bite of celluloid. G reat works of
animation are no different, often
leaving audiences utterly mesmer
ized by the end. By the time the
credits roll, all you can think about
is what you have just seen unfold
before your eyes.
Simply put, "Neon Genesis Evangelion" is a great work of anim a
tion. Heralded in Japan as one of
the most influential TV series of the
1990s, "Evangelion" is a landmark in
science-fiction anime not seen since
the days of the original "Mobile Suit
Gundam." Its acclaim in the anime
community is well deserved, as every
episode of this show binds you to
the screen like no other on televi
sion. Drawing comparison to such
American programs as "The X-Files,"
"Twin Peaks" and "The Prisoner,"
"Evangelion” draws the viewer in by
starting out rather benign, but trans
forms itself into a powerful explora
tion of the surreal.
The year is 2015, and the world
is still recovering from a near-cata
strophic "asteroid collision" in Ant
arctica from 15 years earlier known
as “ Second Im pact" (the first was
the collision that created the moon
eons ago). A shy 14-year-old boy
nam ed Shinji Ikari is recruited by
his father Gendou to work for him
at NERV, a top-secret organization
created to take care of a possible
"Third Impact” and fend off the city
from mysterious beings known as
“Angels," armed with a protective
force field known as an "AT (Absolute
Terror) Field. It turns out that Shinji has
been asked to pilot a large biome
chanical robot known as Evangelion
Unit 01 as an answer to these angels,
with g u idan ce by head scientist
Dr. Akagi and Shinji's beautiful but
unkempt roommate Captain Misato
Katsuragi. As the series progresses,
he finds himself alongside two other
fourteen-year olds -- the cocky
half German Asuka, and the and
the enigm atic, dronelike Rei-in
defending the city as each angel
approaches.
The first dozen or so episodes
start out simply enough, mainly con
centrating on Angel attacks and bits
of daily life in Tokyo-3 interspersed
with moments of humor, such as
when, as training for the next Angel,
Shinji and Asuka are forced to live

O

Bowery Ballroom; 6 Delaney St.,
New York, NY. (212)982-6138
Bottom Line; 15 W. 14th St., New
York, NY. (212)228-6300
Carnegie Hall; 154 W. 57th St. New
York, NY 10019
CBGB's; 315 Bowery, New York,
NY. (212)928-4052

Don Hill's; 511 Greenwich St., New
York, NY. (212)334-1390
Hammerstein Ballroom; 311 W.
34th
St.,
New
York,
NY.
(212)279-7740
Irving Plaza; 17 Irving PL, New York,
NY. (212)777-6187
Madison Square G arden; Sev
enth Ave., btwn 33rd and 31st Sts.,

movie Releases for
April 6

Album Releases for
April 10
Rock - Tender Idols: Distressor
Rap/Hip Hop -- Slim Calhoun:
Skinny
Biues -- Antoine Silverman: Bluemoods
R&B -- Irma Thomas: If You Want it
Come and Get it

Along Came a Spider- d ir: Lee
Tamahori.
Michael Moriarty, Michael Wincoft, Monica Potter, Morgan Freemn,
Penelope Ann Miller
Blow —dir: Ted Demme.
Johnny Depp, Penelope Cruz,
Jordi Molla, Ray Liotta, Rachel
Griffiths

(212)465-6741
Roseland; 239 W. 52nd St., New
York, NY. (212)777-6800
Wetlands Preserve; 161 Hudson
St., New York, NY. (212)386-3600
Windows on the World; 1 World
Trade Center, New York, NY.
(212)524-7000

Theater Openings
"Beauty and the Beast"; Parsippany Playhouse, Lake Hiawatha, NJ.
Running from April 7-29, all Saturdays
at 2p.m., Sundays April 8, 29 at 2
p.m.

So What's U pTtgerlily?
Hey, are you in a band? Or perhaps you work at a cool place that is having a special event coming up soon
off campus. Or maybe your brass ensemble is performing over in McEachern Hall. Whatever the case is, if your
event is related to the arts, we can list it here.
Tigerlily only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we come out to the following Wednesday). For your
event to get listed it, it must reach us by the Tuesday before we come out.
Be sure to include the name of the event (who's performing) where it’s being held, a contact number for
readers to get more information on the event, and the exact date it’s happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address:

tigerlilyf*sU@lioth*ai|.co»n

together in perfect synchronicity. going on with NERV, the Evangelion
But the real power of these episodes units, the characters, the angels,
is found in the undercurrents that lie taking the "mythology" episodes of
between the comedy and textbook "The X-Files" and hiring David Lynch
science-fiction. Here, insightful char to direct. There are episodes that
acter exploration, as well as some take deep, powerful looks into the
rather foreboding questions of the characters’ souls com parable to
truth about "Second Impact" and scenes in movies such as A ltered
NERV, is let out slowly, giving us hungry States. There are episodes that
viewers one crumb at a time. Even have em otional pow er so great,
in episodes like No. 7, which has one actually feels exhausted after
no bearing to the overall plot, the watching them. And then there are
nature of a com pany like NERV is episodes that combine the best of
exposed in subtle ways, and some these two worlds, making for truly
even take time to explore some of engaging entertainment. Unfortu
nately, the final two episodes are
Shinji's vulnerability.
All of this occurs somewhat under som ew hat enigm atic, providing
the radar until about halfway through some interesting ideas, but leaving
the series, when "Evangelion" starts far too much unresolved. The movies
to unleash its full em otional and that finished off the series, known
psychological power, bringing them as "Evangelion: Death and Rebirth"
together in a lightning-fast cre and "End of Evangelion" are a little
scendo and all the layers of the more satisfying. "Death and Rebirth,"
show's secrets start peeling away. while largely useless, does provide
Here, it turns from straight science- one important visual clue in its "clipfiction to a journey into the soul, show" portion, and "End" provides
bringing about profound and shock the kind of ending expected for a
ing implications about what’s really series like this.

One of director Hideaki Anno's
greatest talents in this series is his
ability to make use of limited anima
tion. Constrained by budget. Anno
finds himself having to "cheat" to
limit cel use. But in doing so he
improvises, using long, static shots to
amplify the mood of the scene, or
keeping action off screen and leav
ing bits to the imagination. When
two characters share an elevator,
the palpable tension between them
is made even greater, given the fact
that a nearly still image is shown on
the screen for well over a minute.
During one of the most intense
moments in the series, he switches
between snippets of violence and
static shots of characters reacting
in disbelief to the images before
them.
"Evangelion" isn’t just an anime^it’s an experience. There are dozens
of anime titles out that are entertain
ing. But Hideaki Anno's "Evangelion"
surpasses mere entertainment, to
that of a psychological drama that
will leave everyone thinking about
what they had just seen.

Arts & Entertainment

Music for a Cause
By Jen Gaynor
StaffW riter

n January of 1997, a representa
tive for the Philip Morris tobacco
company, owner of Virginia Slims
cigarettes, a p p ro a ch e d Brook
lyn-based singer-songwriter Leslie
Nuchow with a killer deal: a full-scale
promotion, her music distributed to
mass media outlets and a ton of
money.
Sounds sweet, right? But there
was just one catch. The aspiring
singers being approached by Philip
Morris were to be a part of a music
project called Woman Thing Music,
based on the cigarette's slogan, "It's
a woman thing." The catch is that
the only w ay to purchase one of
these CDs was to buy two packs of
cigarettes, which disturbed Nuchow,
as the target audience for the CD
was young women. This spurred
her to action against the tobacco
industry.
This is a story that Nuchow,
founder of three-and-a-half year-old
SLAM! Music, tells at her shows four
years later, as she did to a packed
house a t New York's Living Room
during her 45-minute set Saturday
night. Instead of signing onto the
project, Nuchow instead started a
concert to raise funds to fight the
tobacco industry and its advertising
tactics, called Virginia SLAM!, which
also spawned SLAM! Music.
Since the first co n ce rt, w hich
featured such acts as Jill Sobule,
Nedra Johnson, Susan McKeown,
and Heather Eatman, there have
been two others, the most recent
one over the summer in Philadelphia
during the R epublican N ational
Convention. SLAM! 3 was organized
to raise funds to com bat opponents
of gun control.
"It was tough during the Conven-
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tion because of the subject matter,"
Nuchow said after her set at the
Living Room. "I had no idea how
intense and insane the pro-gun
people are. It was one of the hardest
professional things I've done in my
life. I was dealing with death threats
to myself and my family
and computer hacking.
They were really crazy
and most of those
people are the ones
who own the guns."
The concert went on
as planned, with Nuchow playing
alongside acts like Blessid Union of
Souls, Goeffrey Gaines and Melissa
Ferrick. She has been featured
on MTV, "D ateline NBC," "G ood
Morning America," CNN, VH1, and
Refuge, a compilation CD with Peter
Gabriel. She won a talent contest
in 1999 and played at Lilith Fair on
the same stage with acts such as
founder Sarah MacLachlan, Sheryl
Crow, the Dixie Chicks and Deborah
Cox. Most recently, she performed
at the World March of Women 2000
in Washington D.C. After seeing her
play live, it is easy to see why she is
in high demand.
She has a powerful hold over her
audience, her strong voice usually
only accompanied by a piano. Her
voice is only upstaged by her lyrics,
which address issues that range from
love and relationships to female selfmutilation. In her live performances,
she draws from 1998’s Tenderland
and a recently released EP called
Five, as well as unreleased material.
She draws inspiration from people
like Sinead O ’Connor, Rosa Parks,
Nelson Mandela and Martin Luther
King Jr.
"She does what is true for her, no
matter what and that inspires me,"
she said of O ’Connor. Of the others,
she said, "I don't have to agree with
everything they do, but I have to be
moved by the way they do it, their
conviction and how closely they stick
to their truths. That moves me."
It is very obviously in Nuchow's
drive to oppose things like gun con
trol and the tobacco industry, two
things that are killing today's youth,
and she shows no signs of slowing
down.
Nuchow, an NYU graduate with
a degree in experimental theater
("There are a lot of jobs in that field,"
Nuchow joked) has been writing and
performing her own music for seven
years, since the death of her father,
one of her main inspirations.
"I really started in music after my
dad died," she said. "It made me
realize that life is short and I wanted
to do what I loved the most. Both
of my parents taught me that no
matter what I did with my life, I had to
do something I loved and something
to make the world a better place."
In the next five years, Nuchow
hopes to a d d two to three more
acts to SLAM! Music. She will be on
“The Rosie O’Donnell Show" in June,
invited by O’Donnell after Nuchow
had performed at a dinner honoring
her. More touring is on deck, as is
working on a new CD.
"I played in New York for four or
five years," Nuchow said. "There’s
something great about touring
because old songs are new to new
audiences. In truth, there's some
thing exciting about playing in places
I’ve never been before. It gives my
music a fresh angle."
For more information on Leslie
Nuchow and SLAM! Music, visit her
website at www.SLAMMUSIC.com.
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Heroin Handbook
Add One on to the List of Books on
Drug Addiction
gender before those of class."
The clinical honesty with which
she approaches her subject matter
StaffW riter
allows tor an air of professionalism
even when touching upon the more
How to Stop Time:
confessional aspects of her story.
It’s this truth which addresses the
Heroin A to Z
now, unfortunately, mandatory reply
Ann Marlow
against concerns that writing about
A n ch or B o o k s
do pe glamorizes it. "Our culture
has lent dark powers to narratives
of drug use, more than to drug use
itself, and I am taking advantage of
them, like a painter using the severity
of the northern light."
If Denis Johnson's col
arnes & Noble is missing out.
le
c te d short stories
Amid all the sections and
Jesus'
Son spoke to the
sub-sections of books, they're
fluid
disorder
of a life
neglecting a yet unclassified school
viewed
through
con
of writing. They should clean house
tracted
pupils,
then
Mar
a little, put up some shelves (right
lowe's
first
novel
is
about
betw een Religion and Self-Help),
and finally recognize "the do p e the opposite side, the obsessive
systematics of addiction. It’s deceiv
novel."
Heroin has gotten enough quills ing that Marlowe's book seems to
moving, enough typewriters click be about only a few things: heroin,
ing, and enough laptop computers early-'90s NYC, relationships and
humming into the night, to become then some more heroin. It speaks,
a genre unto itself. One that comes in the structured form of the book
complete with its own classics, from and Marlowe’s calm writing style, to
William S. Burroughs’ Junky and Jim the repetition that comes from such
Carroll’s Basketball Diaries, to Aleister unwilling devotion.
There is an equality given to all
Crowley’s Diary of a Dope Fiend and
her
experiences that is rare in a form
Thomas De Quincey’s Confessions o f
of
writing
that is often all too glad
an English Opium Eater.
to
indulge
itself on self-dramatizing
Why heroin, more so than other
theatrics.
We're
even spared the
drugs (How many times do you hear
"twelve-step"
ideology
that can so
of "The Great Crack Novel?"), prob
often
turn these
ably has something
books
into text
to do with its darkly
books
on
denial.
rom antic possibili- ■
66 H eroin has gotten
Marlowe
makes
ties for transcending 9
it clear that she
ENOUGH QUILLS
the rules of normal I
abhors those pro
society.
A high 9
MOVING...AND ENOUGH
grams. "They'd
commodity in a lit- 9
rather
have
erary world which 9
LAPTOP COMPUTERS
someone
stand
often indulges a 9
HUMMING INTO THE
up and testify
reader's desire to 9
that eight yec
go through hell, just 9
NIGHT, TO BECOME A
after
his Ic
as long as some- 9
GENRE
UNTO
ITSELF.
$>9
heroin
he
stru
one else does it for 9
gles
every
da
them. As such, most
against
the
dope novels enter
temptation
to
do
it
again
-a
ridicu
into the symbiotic relationship of sat
isfying both the audiences’ voyeur lous notion -- than send him to learn
what he's really fascinated with."
ism and the authors' exhibitionism.
But undermining Marlowe's more
The latest book to bid for entry
illuminating
observations is her some
into the glassy-eyed cannon, Ann
times
ja
w
-d
ro p p in g naive desire
Marlowe’s How to stop time: heroin
to
generalize
from her own expe
A to l, a memoir of her time as a
riences.
A
Harvard
graduate
heroin addict in late ‘80s-early '90s
who
held
down
a
high-paying
job
New York, has ambitions of being
more than a simple expose. As its title throughout her time on drugs, Mar
suggests, Marlowe's story takes the lowe nonetheless feels that she has
form of dictionary. The entire book is qualified to speak for all "dope-kind."
divided into passages, starting with Some of the more hillariously mis
"a" and ending with "young," where guided assertions include "Organic
the writer springboards oft of a lone foods are popular with dope users,"
word to analyze her own experi and "Many people who develop
ences and drug culture at large. these vastly expensive habits are
Thus, a section filed under the decep looking for a way to punish them
tively simple word “ buzz" can find selves for making or inheriting a lot
Marlowe going off on an inspired of money."
All writing, but memoir writing in
ta n g e n t a b o u t the m iddle-class
fascination with "slumming it." At particular, should acco unt for the
times this is extrem ely e ffe c tiv e . futility of trying to build all purpose
M a rlow e’ s inte llig ence aids hers beliefs out of your own distinct experi
exceptionally well when she unravels ences. While Marlowe's confidence
an experience until it yields what she sometimes lets her pull ingenious
is perceptive enough to see in it, as thoughts out of the mundane intrawhen she dissects the sexual politics cies of junkie life (meditating on the
of being an addict. "Copping was commodification of heroin, the way
one of the few ways of being on the it's reliant on nostalgia, etc.), it also
street where gender vanished. You leads her to look foolish on one too
were, publicly, a dope user before many occassions, like the rich kid
you were m ale and fem ale. For that desperately wants to bring the
once you escaped the bonds of Ivy League to street smarts.
By John Watson
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Seussical Musical
Green Eggs And Ham: Right on
Stage and Larger than Life
Thinks You Can Think," and centers
on Horton the Elephant, played by
Feature Editor
Kevin Chamberlin, who, just like the
tell-tale children's book, "hears a
who." Starting with the ever-so-small
cries for help from the Whos on the
l\
Seussical the Musical
clover in the Jungle of Noo, to a boy
named JoJo who thinks too much,
Richard Rogers Theater
the stage becomes an anim ated
montage of Dr. Seuss’ books. And
with story lines and characters from
The C at in the Hat, And to Think That
I Saw it on Mulberry Street, Horton
Hears a Who, Oh, The Thinks You Can
he curtain drapes the stage as Think, and many others, one can
though drawn in by a child, any only anticipate what will happen
child, who seems to have some next.
Rigby, holding onto her red-andhow already taken control of the
show and creatively captivated the white striped hat to top the costume,
audience with a bright red crayon showed off her flexibility and tumbled
and a few black lines. The lights go across stage to narrate the show
down, and the orchestra introduces as it progressed, even involving the
an u p bea t playful rhythm as the audience in some of her stunts. The
curtain ascends, revealing a hyp rest of the cast, m ade up of the
notic spiral of colors. Illuminated citizens of the Jungle of Noo, the
by blacklights, the spiral brings the Whos in Whoville, the Grinch, Gen
audience to the furthest regions of eral Schmitz, and the rest of the
the mind, by way of The Cat in the company, brought laughter with the
Hat. Before the stage is even set familiar Seuss talk of yesteryears.
As Horton tries to convince the
and the rest of the characters step
Bird
Girls, the Wickersham Brothers,
foot on stage, it is as if the entire
the
Sour
Kangaroo, and practically
audience has regressed to a time
where the world is full of endless everyone else on stage that "a
person's a person
possibilities and sud
no matter how
denly realizes this is
small,"
JoJo in
what Dr. Seuss looks
6 6 C athy R ig b y ...
Whoville dreams
like on stage!
Jumping from
of
swimming
SHOWED OFF HER FLEX
through
McEllithe
whimsically
IBILITY
AND
TUMBLED
got's
Pool
where
imaginative pages
his
im
agination
of a series of
ACROSS STAGE TO NAR
can run wild.
children’s
books
RATE
THE
SHOW...
99
Both Horton, the
that have inspired
four generations
largest of large,
and JoJo, the
of readers, to the
stage is Broadway's
smallest of small,
Seussical the Musi
find themselves
feeling "alone in
ca l at the Richard
Rogers Theatre. Cathy Rigby, Tony- the universe" until they realize "how
nominee for her perform ance as lucky they are" to have found each
Peter Pan (1991) and two-time Olym other.
pic gymnast, comes on the stage
Alternating between the sets of
as The Cat in the Hat, and the takes the Jungle of Noo and Whoville, the
audience on an unforgettable jour renowned characters congregate to
ney though the illusionary world of sing songs of "The Circus McGurkus"
and “ Solla Sollew." With hopeful
Dr. Seuss.
With the curtain drawn and the hearts and blithesome voices, the
stage set, the once two-dimensional crew of Seussical the Musical does
characters spring to life and invite an outstanding performance that
the audience back to childhood will bring smiles to people of all ages.
days where "anything's possible." But most of all, they reminds you of
As the orchestra plays, the musical all “ the thinks you can think when
opens with a chorus of “ Oh, The you think about Seuss!”
By Michele Phipany
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Now Showing at a Movie Theater Near You
By Michael Wilmington
Courtesy o f IM S Campus

THE BROTHERS. Like "The Best
Man" and "Waiting to Exhale," Gary
Hardwick's directorial d e b u t is a
com edy-dram a set in an mid-toupscale urban b a ckg ro u n d . It’ s
about four pals (Morris Chestnut, Bill
Bellamy, D.L. Hughley and Shemar
Moore) and how they cope with the
terrors of marriage, stormy relation-

ships or, in one case, no relationship
at all. At its best, the film is sharply
amusing, full of attractive characters
and clever lines. But it often misses
the spontaneity and bite that good
comedy always has. R (strong sexual
content and language). 1:43. 2-1/2
stars. - M.W.
THE CAVEMAN'S VALENTINE. A
former musical genius named Romu
lus (Samuel L. Jackson), who has
becom e a homeless paranoid
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Happy
Birthday I

Thursday, April 5

A ndrew Williams (1966)
Friday, April 6

John Schneider (1954)
M onday, April 9

Jason Hervy (1972)
M ichelle Phillips (1944)
C a n d a c e Cam eron (1976)
Butch Cassidy

M egan Connolly (1974)
Dennis Q uaid (1954)

Saturday, April 7

Steve Seagal (1952)
K e n n e th
"B a b y fa c e
Edmonds (1958)
William Jayne (1969)
Lenin (1870)

James G arner (1928)
Francis
Ford
C o pp olla
(1939)
Jackie Chan (1954)
Victoria Adam s (1975)
Sun day, April 8

Tu esday, April 10

W ed n esd ay, April 11

Lisa Stansfield (1966)

Patricia A rquette (1968)
Julian Lennon (1962)
Celebrating a birthday soon? E-m ail tigerlilyMSU@hotmail.com
with your full name and year of birth to have your birthday acknowl
edged with the rest of the stars!

O

schizophrenic, tries to find and trap
the killer of another homeless man
while piercing through his own delu
sions and distorted reality. Jackson
is often terrific, but the film, directed
by Kasi Lemmons ("Eve's Bayou"),
looses steam after a promising start.
R (language, some violence and
sexuality). 1:45.2-1/2 stars. - M.W.
COMPANY MAN. This politica l
movie satire from hell is vaguely
reminiscent of “ Bananas,” Woody
Allen's hilarious 1971 spoof about
sexual disfunction and the Cuban
revolution. But it’s a "Bananas"
knockoff on which everybody trips
and falls. Douglas McGrath and his
writing-directing partner, Peter Askin,
waste the talents of an exemplary
cast, including Allen (uncredited),
Sigourney Weaver, John Turturro,
Denis Leary and McGrath himself.
PG-13 (sexual humor and drug con
tent). 1:26. 1 star.-M.W.

« # ****% *

SAY IT ISN'T SO. This gross-out
co m edy is to There’s Som ething
A bout Mary what lint is to cashmere.
A boyish animal-shelter worker (Chris
Klein) falls for a shapely, incompetent
hairdresser (Heather Graham) who,
it turns out, may be his sister. Rather
than applaud the audacity of this
comedy, which was produced by
(but not written or directed by) the
Farrelly Brothers, viewers are more
likely to hold their noses. MPAA rating:
R (strong sexual co n te n t, crude
humor, language). 1:30. 1 star-M.C.
SERIES 7. This intriguing but unfor
tunately titled film is about television
taking things too far. Survival is the
name of the game in "The Contend
ers," America's highest-rated reality
program. The show selects six con
testants to kill or be killed in a ruth
less survival-of-the-fittest game that
is caught on camera. Though not
without its flaws, this independent
film challenges audiences while it
entertains. R (gunplay, adult situa
tions and language). 1:26. 3 stars.
- R.E.

ENEMY AT THE CATES. Based on
a book by William Craig, this JeanJacques Annaud film is both physi
cally sumptuous and shockingly
violent. Annaud gives us the hellish
Battle of Stalingrad and a dramatic
duel between the Russian and
German armies' top sharpshooters:
a sniper from the Urals named Vassili
Zaitsev (Jude Law) and a cra ck
German marksman and tea che r
named Major Konig (Ed Harris). For all
SOMEONE LIKE YOU. Based on
its suspense and skill, "Enemy" misfires the Laura Zigman novel Animal Hus
in some purely dramatic scenes. R bandry, this New York-yuppie roman
(graphic war violence and some tic comedy has attitude and a
sexuality). 2:11.3 stars. - M.W.
good premise: A TV talk-show booker
(Ashley Judd) is torn between bad,
HEARTBREAKERS.
Sigourney sensitive man and good, m acho
Weaver and Jennifer Love Hewitt ones (Greg Kinnear and Hugh Jackplay mother-daughter grifters who man). She becomes a popular,
con hapless bachelors Gene Hack- pseudonymous sex-advice columnist
man, Ray Liotta and Jason Lee. The and is ordered to book herself by
movie starts out with sparkle but her boss (Ellen Barkin). After a while,
goes flat, at least in the sappy Hewitt- the film seems slick and smug, a
Lee scenes. Director David Mirkin pseudo-Nora Ephron yarn that isn't
tries to revive the classic con-artist very funny. PG-13 (sexual content
romances of Billy Wilder and Preston including dialogue, and some lan
Sturges, but though "Heartbreakers" guage). 1:33. 2 stars. - M.W.

1. Is your college tu itio n b ill paid fo r the
2001-2002 academic year?

*

has sex a p p e a l (and Hackm an’s
hilarious turn as a nicotine-freak
billionaire), it lacks the same devious
charm and style. PG-13 (sex-related
content, including dialogue). 2:03.
2-1/2 stars.-M.W.
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Sum m er I

GEO 334
CEO 335
MATHI06
MATH110'
M ATHDl
MATH120
MATH130
MATH160
MATH161
PEAC251
PEAC252
PEAC255
PEAC353
PEAK163
PEAK267
PEEL223
PEEP490
PEGE150
PETC311
PETC330
PHYS110

May 21 -June 2 7 , 2001
A R T S A N D C O M M U N IC A T IO N
U n d * r g r a a lu « t *
ARTH101
ARTS215
ARTS220
ARTS230
ARTS260
ART5315
ARTS323
ARTS330
ARTS360
ARTS395
ARTS399
ARTS415
ARTS423
ARTS430
ARTS451
CO MM IO l
COMM1IO
C 0M M 1I5
C0M M I17
COMM I20
C0M M I21
COMM2IO
COMM220
COMM222
COMM226
COMM234
COMM244
COMM260
COMM263
COMM280
COMM290
COMM330
COMM463
M U S 120
MUS 276
MUS 277
MUS 278
MUS 303
MUS 317

APPROACHES WESTERN ART
WOOD MATERIALS 4 DESIGN
PAINTING & COLOR THEORY
PRINTMAKING
TEXTILES 4 DESIGN - 1SS
WOOD MATERIALS 4 EXP DSN
CHINESE IN K PAINTING
ADVANCED PRINTMAKING
ADVANCED TEXTILE WORKSHP - 1SS
INTERNSHIP
ST: MIXED MEDIA WORKSHOP
FURNITURE DESIGN STUDIO
ADVANCED CHINESE IN K PAINTING
PRINTMAKING STUDIO
VISUAL COMM UNICATION LAB ■ 1SS
INTRO TO THEATER
COMMUNICATION IN ACTION
THEATER PRODUCTION LAB
THEATER PERFORMANCE LAB
MASS COMMUNICATION
INTRO COMMUNICATION THEORY
MEDIA WRITING
RADIO 4 TV
MEDIA ETHICS A N D LAW
EFP 4 VIDEO EDITING
FILM AS A MEDIUM
COMM. RESEARCH F0UNDATI0NS-2SS
ORAL INTERPRETATION
PUBLIC SPEAKING
THEATER WORKSHOP I
THEATER WORKSHOP II
INTERNSHIP
CROUP DISCUSSI0N-1SS
MUSIC APPRECIATION
COMP WORKSHOP I
COMP WORKSHOP II
COMP WORKSHOP III
MUS MGMT INTERNSHIP
HIST AMER POP MUS (1950)

G ra d u a te
BIO 710
SEMINAR MOLECULAR BIO
CODS609 GRAD CLINICAL PRACTICUM
MATH599 ST: NUTS A N D BOLTS OF COUNTING
NUR 502
HEALTH CARE INFORMATIC LAB
NUR 604
ADVANCED NURS PRACTICUM I
NUR 606 TEACHING STRATEGIES
NUR 700 ADVANCED NURS ROLE PRACT
NUR 703 THESIS SEMINAR
PETC599 ST: CONTEMP MAT 4 METH DRIV ED

Sum m er II
July 2-August 8, 2001
A R T S A N D C O M M U N IC A T IO N
U n d a r g r a d u a l.
ARTS105
ARTS395
ARTS399
CO MM IO l
COMM110
COMM117
COMM210
COMM222
COMM244
COMM263
COMM280
COMM290
MUS 120
MUS 126
MUS 144
MUS 200
MUS 211
MUS 222
MUS 303
MUS 399
MUS 508

O ra d u a te
ARTS523
ARTS530
ARTS599
ARTS630
COMS599

CHINESE IN K PAINTING
PRINTMAKING
ST: MIXED MEDIA WORKSHOP
ADV PRO|ECTS PRINTMAKING
ST: MEDIA IN CONTEMP S0CIETY-1SS

B U S IN E S S
U n d a r g r a d u a l*
ACCT211
ACCT212
ACCT410
ECON20I
ECON202
ECON210
EC0N211
ECON310
FIN 310
FIN 320
FIN 400
FIN 430
FIN 490
LAW 201
MGT202
MGT300
MCT 305
MCT 306
MCT 308
MCT 309
MCT 315
MGT43I
MCT 460
MGT 480
MCT 490
MKT 310
MKT 314
MKT 316
MKT 332
MKT 490

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
TA XA TIO N!
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONOMIC STATISTICS I
ECONOMIC STATISTICS II
MONEY 4 BANKING
MONEY 4 BANKING
CORPORATE FINANCE
INTERNAL FINANCIAL MGMT
ADV MGR FIN
INTERNSHIP IN FINANCE
LEGAL ENVIRONMT BUSINESS
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES MANAGEMENT
MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY
INTERNATIONAL MGMT
H U M A N RESOURCE PLAN/DEV
PRODUCT/OPERATION MGMT
BUSSTRATEGY/POUCY
SEMINAR MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP IN MANAGEMENT
MARKETING
ADVERTISING
MULTINATIO NAL MARKETING
E-MARKETING
INTERNSHIP IN MARKETING

G ra d u ate
BSCO601
BSC0614
FIN 751
MGT 702
MGT 706
MKT 785

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT BUS
OPERATIONAL FIN DECISION
EXEC BEHV/DECISN MKG THY
SEMINAR IN MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIAL MARKETING

ID U C A T IO N
U n d e rg ra d u a te
CIEC399
CIED203
CIEE413
CIRL229
CIRL330
CISE3I0
C1SE4I5
SPED307
SPED320

ST: I'VE GOT RHYTHM
TEACHING AS PROFESSION
TECHNOLOGY ACROSS CURRIC
LITERACY 4 LEARNING
RDGSTRAT CONTENT AREAS
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
TECH IN CLASSROOM
ASSESSMENT CHILD W ITH DISABIL
PRACTICUM II IN SPECIAL ED

G ra d u ate
CIEC599
CIEE599
CIEE605
CIEM514
CIRL626
CISE510
CISE564
CISE601
CMAT677
CMAT678
CMAT680
CSP 611
CSP621
EDLP601
ENG 621
ENG 653
HIST611
PSY 604
PSY 680
PSY 690
SOC 560
SOC692

ST: I'VE GOT RHYTHM
ST: MEANINGFUL LANGUAGE
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
DESIGN INTEGRTN ED MEDIA
LIT FOR ADOLESCENTS
APPL OF PSYCH FOR PROS TEACHERS
MODERN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES
TCHSTRAT SUB) FIELDS
INSTR THRY/PRCT MATH
INSTR THRY/PRCT SCI 4 HLTH
SCHOOL A N D SOCIETY
EXPER CROUP INTERACTIONS
CASE STUDIES IN COUNS
LEADERSHIP IN LEARN COMMUNITIES
FICTION WRITING SEM I
20TH CENT BRITISH DRAMA
EUROPE IN TRANSITION
RESEARCH METHODS AND EVALUATION
FAM THERAPY: THEORY 4 PRACTICE
CLINICAL PRACTICUM I
SOCIOLOGY OF CORRECTION-2SS
FIELDWORK PRACTICUM SOC - 1SS

RACISM A N D SEXISM IN US-1SS
JUSTICE A N D RACISM
ELEMENTARY SWAHILI
BLUES TO RAP-2SS
AFRICAN HISTORY I
AFR-AFR-AM CARB RELIGION
AFRICAN FAMILY LIFE
AFRICAN LITERATURE
MAJOR AUTHORS OF AFRICAN DESCENT
CARIB LITERARY EXPER I
INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
FORENSIC OSTEOLOGY
INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
BASIC WRITING
WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
INTRO TO LITERATURE

DRAWING
INTERNSHIP
ST: WOOD TURNING ART LATHE - 1SS
INTRO TO THEATER
COMM UNICATION IN ACTION
THEATER PERFORMANCE LAB
MEDIA WRITING
MEDIA ETHICS A N D LAW
COMM RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS
PUBLIC SPEAKING
THEATER WORKSHOP I
THEATER WORKSHOP II
MUSIC APPRECIATION
SURVEY AUDIO RECORDING
MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS
CONCERT CHOIR
CONCERT BAND
JAZZ ENSEMBLE
MUS MGMT INTERNSHIP
ST: MUSIC NOTATION. FINALE-1SS
ADVANCED CHORAL TECHNIQUE-2SS

O ra d u a te

ENG 300
ENG 305
ENG 315
FR 110
FR I I I
CER 110
GER 111
HIST101
HIST102
HIST205
HIST260
HIST341
HIST350
HIST365
HIST399
H1ST480
HUMH498
IT 110
PHIL110
PHIL227
POL 110
POL 120
POL 212
PSY 110
PSY 202
PSY 203
PSY 210
PSY 220
PSY 230
PSY 260
PSY 310
PSY 322
PSY 325
PSY 330
PSY 350
PSY 351
PSY 353
PSY 354
PSY 410
PSY 480
SOC 101
SOC 102
SOC 214
SOC 218
SOC 242
SOC 261
SOC 262
SOC 271
SOC 335

TECHNICAL WRITING
LIT WEST EUROPE TO RENAISSANCE
ROMANTIC MOVEMNT-ENGLAND
BASIC FRENCH I
BASIC FRENCH II
BASIC GERMAN 1
BASIC GERMAN II
FOUND OF WESTERN CIV
THE WEST A N D THE WORLD
US: THROUGH RECONSTRUCTION
HISTORICAL METHODS
HITLER 4 N A ZI ERA
AMERICAN SLAVERY
THE PACIFIC WAR
ST: HISTORY C IV IL RIGHTS MVT
SEMINAR: EUROPEAN CULT'RL HIST
HUM HO N RESRCH: 1ND STUDY
BASIC ITA LIA N 1
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
EASTERN PHIL/RELICIO N
INTRO TO POLITICS
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
EARLY MODERN POL THEORY
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL I: APPLSTAT
EXPERIMENTAL II: LAB
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY/SYSTEMS PSYCH
PSYCH BUS/1NDUSTRY
PSYCH TESTING
GROUP DYNAMICS
PSYCH OF FAMILY
ADULT DEVELOPMENT/AGING
THEORY PERSONALITY
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCH OF LEARNINC
INTRO COUNSELING/PSYCH
SEMINAR IN PSYCH
PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOC RESEARCH METHODS I
HISTORY OF SOCIAL THEORY
MUSLIM 4 ISLAMIC US INST
ESSENTIALS OF CRIM INAL JUSTICE
VIOLENCE IN THE COMMUNITY
SEXUALITY IN MODERN LIFE
SOCIOLOGY OF LAW

SOC 354
SOC 365
SOC 367
SOC 373
SOC 374
SPAN106
SPANDO
SPANDI
SPAN210
SPAN250
SPAN332
SPAN48I
SPAN488
WS DO
WS 150
WS 399

SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
SOCIAL DEVIANCE
JUVENILE DELIQUENCY
SOCIOLOGY OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
SOCIOLOGY OF WAR
INT BASIC SPAN 14 II
BASIC SPANISH I
BASIC SPANISH II
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I
LTT ANALYSIS 4 RES METH
THEATRE OF GOLDEN ACE
SEMINAR: SPAIN
SEMINAR IN LATIN AMERICAN CINEMA
WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
RACISM/SEXISM IN THE US
ST: REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS

S C I I N C I A N D H IA L T H
U n d e rg ra d u a te
BIO 112
BIO 114
BIO 118
BIO 120
BIO 130
BIO 163
BIO 170
BIO 335
BIO 352
CHEM031
CHEM051
CHEM060
CHEM131
CHEM160
CHEM251
CMHL120
CMHL210
CMHL220
CMHL315
CMHL320
CMHL452
CMHL491
CMHL497
CODS37I
CS 130
CS 201
CS 230
ENV 115
CEO 150
CEO 320

GENERAL A 4 P I
APPLIED A 4 P
BASIC ANATOMY A N D PHYSIOLOGY 1
H U M AN BIOLOGY
HELD BIOLOGY
GENERAL BIOLOGY I
BASIC MICROBIOLOGY
FIELD BOTANY
ECONOMIC BOTANY
COLLEGE CHEMISTRY: LAB
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I: LAB
G E N C H E M IL A B
COLLEGE CHEMISTRY: LEC
GEN CHEM I LEC
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LEC
CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
WOMEN'S HEALTH
STRESS MANAGEMENT
HUM AN DISEASE
NUTRITION
METH, CURR 4 THEO IN SC HLTH ED
DRUGS A N D HEALTH
INTERSHIP IN COMMUNITY HEALTH
LANGUAGE DISORDERS IN SCHOOLS
INTRO COMPUTER BASIC
COMP LIT MICROCOMP APPL
COMPUTER SCIENCE I
GENERAL GEOLOGY
WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY

H U M A N IT IIS A N D S O C IA L S C IIN C 1 S
U n d e rg ra d u a te
AACS150
AACS155
AACS206
AACS211
AACS215
AACS261
AACS303
AACS311
AACS312
AACS322
ANTH130
ANTH354
ANTH408
ENG 108
ENG 110
ENG 150

GEOGRAPHY OF AFRICA
GEOGRAPHY OF LATIN AMER
BASIC MATHEMATICS W H H ALGEBRA
CONTEMPORARY MATH
ELEM ALGEBRA WITH APPLICATIONS
FINITE MATH
ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
CALCULUS!
CALCULUS»
FIRST A ID 4 SAFETY
CARDIO-PULMONARY RESUS
SPECIAL PHYSICAL EDUCTN
PSYCH OF MOTOR LEARNING
TRACK 4 FIELD
SWIMMING
AEROBICS
INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
FFTNESS FOR LIFE
MOVEMENT EDUCATION
CONTEMP METH, MAT, 4 EVAL-DRIV ED
INTRO TO PHYSICS

W ILLIAM PATERSON UNIVERSITY
300 POMPTON ROAD • WAYNE, NEW JERSEY 07470

To begin your application/ registration process, you must first call the Office of Admissions, toll free

1 .8 7 7 . W PU.EXCEL
2001 registration dates for visiting students are:

Summer I: April 2-23 and May 1-21 • Summer 11: April 2-23 and May 1-July 2
Please submit application as soon as possible to ensure seat availability.
Residence halls are available for summer students. All tuition, fees, course offerings, and
times are subject to change. Look for more information on the Internet:

w w w .w p u n i.e d u

COMS599
MUS 500
MUS 507
MUS 525
MUS 554
MUS 555
MUS 560
MUS 572
MUS 590
MUS 599
MUS 654
MUS 655

ST: BROADCAST MANAGEMENT
CONCERT CHOIR
ADVANCED CONDUCTING-2SS
FOUNDATIONS/MUSIC EDUCATION-ISS
APPLIED INSTRUCTION/VOICE I
APPLIED INSTRUCTION/VOICE II
ANALYTICAL TECHN1QUES-1SS
CHAMBER JAZZ ENSEMBLE I
GRADUATE SEMINAR
ST: MUSIC NOTATION FIN ALE-ISS
APPLIED INSTRUCTION/VOICE III
APPLIED INSTRUCTION/VOICE IV

B U S IN IS S
U n d e rg ra d u a te
ACCT211
ACCT212
ECON202
ECON211
FIN 320
FIN 435
LAW 201
LAW 251
MCT 202
MGT 300
MGT 305
MCT 306
MGT 308
MCT 309
MGT 315
M CT 431
MGT 451
MGT 460
M KT 310
MKT 314
M KT 316
M KT 490

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONOMIC STATISTICS II
CORPORATE FINANCE
PRINCIPLES OF INVESTMENT
LEGAL ENVIRONMT BUSINESS
BUS LAW 1: CONTRACTS
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES MANAGEMENT
MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
O RGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
O RGANIZATIONAL THEORY
INTERNATIONAL MGMT
H U M AN RESOURCE PLA N/DE V
PRODUCT/OPERATION MGMT
MGMT PLANINC/CO NTRO L
BUSSTRATEGY/POUCY
MARKETING
ADVERTISING
MULTINATIO NAL MARKETING
INTERNSHIP IN MARKETING

O ra d u a te
BSCO604
BSCO606

MGT PROCESS/ORG THEORY
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

ID U C A T IO N
U n d e rg ra d u a te
BRI 109
CIEE325
CIRL229

ANTH200
ANTH260
ANTH408
ENG 108
ENG 110
ENG 150
ENG 200
ENG 303
ENG 331
ENG 481
FR 110
FR 111
CER 110
GER 11!
HIST101
HIST102
HIST206
HIST308
HIST318
HIST341
HUMH498
HUMH499
IT 110
IT 111
KORE111
PHII.110
PHIL200
PHIL210
PHIL227
POL 110
POL 230
POL 399
POL495
PSY 110
PSY 202
PSY 203
PSY 210
PSY 322
PSY 330
PSY 350
SOC 101
SOC 211
SOC 215
SOC 231
SOC 242
SOC 335
SOC 343
SOC 365
SOC 482
SOC 485
SPANI06
SPAN110
SPAN1I1
SPAN210
SPAN211
SPAN470
WS 110
WS 150
WS 310

H U M A N ORIGINS
MYTH/FO LKLO RE-M O D WORLD
IN D IA N S OF NORTH AMERICA
BASIC WRITING
WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
INTRO TO UTERATURE
METHODS OF LITERARY ANALYSIS
AMERICAN LITERATURE TO 1865
CREATIVE WRITING
SEMINAR AMER LIT: AMER REN'SSANCE
BASIC FRENCH I
BASIC FRENCH II
BASIC GERMAN I
BASIC GERMAN II
FOUND OF WESTERN CIV
THE WEST A N D THE WORLD
US: SINCE RECONSTRUCTION
HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY
AMERICAN COLONIES
HITLER 4 N A Z I ERA
HUM H O N RESRCH: 1ND STUDY
HUM HO N THESIS: 1ND STUDY
BASIC IT A LIA N I
BASIC ITA LIA N II
BASIC KOREAN II
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
ETHICS
LOGIC
EASTERN PHIL/RELIC IO N
INTRO TO POLITICS
COMPARATIVE POLITICS
ST: COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY
INTERNSHIP IN POL
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL!: APPLSTAT
EXPERIMENTAL II: LAB
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
CROUP DYNAMICS
ADULT DEVELOPMENT/AGINC
THEORY PERSONALITY
PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STATISTICS
SOC RESEARCH METHOD I!
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
MUSLIM 4 ISLAMIC US INST
SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
ETHN 4 RAC CONFLICT RESOLUTION
SOCIAL DEVIANCE - 2SS
SENIOR SEM IN CRIM JUSTICE
SENIOR SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY
INT BASIC SPAN 1 4 II
BASIC SPANISH I
BASIC SPANISH II
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I-1SS
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II
FILM THEORY: INT'L PERSPECTIVE
WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
RACISM/SEXISM IN THE US
CONTEMP FEMINIST ISSUES

S C IE N C E A N D H EA LTH
U n d a r g r a d u a l.
BIO 113
BIO 114
BIO 120
BIO 130
BIO 164
CHEM032
CHEM052
CHEM061
CHEM132
CHEM161
CHEM252
CMHL120
CMHL302
CMHL370
CMHL490
CS 130
CS 201
CS 230
CEO 150
MATH106
MATH110
MATH111
MATH120
MATH 130
MATH160
MATH161
PEAC250
PEAC251
PEAC252
PEAC354
PEAC450
PEAK167
PEAK168
PEAK169
PEAQ204
PEEL204
PEEL209
PEEP490
PEGE150
PHYS110

GENERAL A 4 P II
APPLIED A 4 P
H U M A N BIOLOGY
FIELD BIOLOGY
GENERAL BIOLOGY II
ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY: LAB
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LAB
GEN CHEM II LAB
ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY: LEC
GEN CHEM II LF.CT
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LEC
CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
CO M M UNITY HEALTH PROGRAM PLAN
CONCEPTS ISSUES AGING
H U M A N SEXUALITY
INTRO COMPUTER BASIC
COMP LIT MICROCOMP APPL
COMPUTER SCIENCE 1
WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
BASIC MATHEMATICS W ITH ALGEBRA
CONTEMPORARY MATH
ELEM ALGEBRA W ITH APPLICATIONS
FINITE MATH
ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
CALCULUS I
CALCULUS«
KINESIOLOGY
FIRST A ID 4 SAFETY
CARDIO-PULMONARY RESUS
TESTS 4 MEASUREMENT
PSY-SOC DIMENSIONS SPORT
BADMINTON
RACQUETBALL
FOLK/SQ/BALLROOM DANCE
ELEMENTARY SWIMMING
TENNIS I - 1SS
KARATE I - ISS
INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
FITNESS FOR LIFE
INTRO TO PHYSICS

O ra d u a te
BIO 799
CODS609

THESIS RESEARCH
GRAD C LIN IC A L PRACTICUM

COLLEGE RDG/RATE IMPROV
ARTS 4 CREATIV1TY-EDUC
LITERACY 4 LEARNING

O ra d u a te
CIEC618
CIEE512
CIEE515
CIEE605
CIEE619
CIEE622
CIEE628
CIRL604
C1SE510
C1SE516
CISE564
CMAT6I9
CMAT675
EDLP606
EDLP607
ENG 599
ENG 620
PSY 650
PSY 691
SOC 614
SOC 630
SPED519
SPED520
SPED536
SPED654
SPED657
SPED658
TBED542

LANG DEV 4 EMERGENT LITRCY
RDG LANG ARTS A N D LITER
INTO ARTS INTRO THE CURR
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
PROB SOLV 4 PROV POSING SEM
MATH ED RESEARCH SEMINAR
RECENT TRENDS CHILD LIT
APPL OF PSYCH FOR PROS TEACHERS
INTEG. TECH M ID 4 SEC SCH
MODERN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES
DEVELOP EDUC PSY PROS TEACHERS
INST THRY/PRCT: FINE ARTS
PR1NCIPALSHIP
CURRENT TOPICS/GLOBAL ISSUES
ST: PUBLISHING YOUR MANUSCRIPT
TCHNG WRITING PROCESS!
PSYCH. ASSESSMENT/TEST 1
CLINICAL PRACTICUM II
MOD INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY - 2SS
ETHNIC 4 RACIAL EXPERIENCES -1SS
NAT/NEEDS EXECPTNL CHILD
TEACH READING 4 LA-SPED
G U ID /C O M M PRGMS-DISABLED
DEMO TCHNG DEV DISABLED
SEM C LIN IC A L APPL1CLD
DEVELSTRAT LEARN D1SABL
SOC PSY PROC MULTCULT EX

H U M A N IT IIS A N D S O C IA L S C II INC
U n d e rg ra d u a te
AACS150 RACISM A N D SEXISM IN US-2SS
AACS155 JUSTICE A N D RACISM
AACS212 AFRICAN-AMERICAN MUSIC
AACS216 AFRICAN HISTORY II
ANTH130 INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY

O n lin e Courses
This Sum m er
20 undergraduate and
2 graduate courses are
available online this summer.
These courses can be
completed online with
minimal visits to the campus.
For more information on
these Internet-based
courses, go to
w w w .w p u n j.e d u / c e d l/o n lin e . h tm
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M SU M ust Improve ‘F undamentals’

The life of the American college student is hardly an easy one.
Not only do many of us have to worry about the 15 or so credits we
have each semester, but some of us have other obligations, as well
as on-campus clubs and organizations. Many of us even have jobs
on top of that, hoping to be able to string together enough money
to pay for our student fees and tuition. The strain can be even tighter
on incoming freshman students who have to adjust to all the changes
that college brings. While we're all jumping from one foot to the
next hoping to maintain some bleak semblance of our sanity, we're
just trying to make it through the semester we are in, let alone the
upcoming one.
One of the last things students are going to think of is when they wilt
receive their registration cards for next semester.
With all the recent talk of re-vamping the old amphitheater and
improving the recreational facilities at MSU, it seems that the university
has been giving little concern to the basic and fundamental needs
of students and has chosen to focus their attention on the university's
image instead. The Registrar has claimed that the registration cards
were sent. So why then, when The Montclarion asked members of
the student body if they had received their registration cards, did
only those students who were in debt with the Bursar’s office say they
had received them? This would indicate that MSU is more concerned
with contacting students who owed them money then those that
owed them nothing.
MSU President Susan Cole has m ade it clear to the campus
community that she expects the student population at MSU to increase
to over 18,000 by 2008. Sure, the more the merrier, but how can this

goal be realized if MSU can’ t even inform students when it is registration
time? Even more perplexing is the fact that problems concerning
student registration and scheduling are nothing new. At the beginning
of this semester. The Montclarion reported the disturbing story about
the some 1700 students whose spring course schedule of classes had
been deleted. These students were forced to re-register for classes
during the final examination period of the fall semester last year; as if
the student body didn't have enough to worry about. Although MSU
claims that all students were sent a letter concerning the problem,
and that they should either confirm that they were returning to MSU
or pay their bill, many students told The Montclarion that they had
received no such letters or prior notification.
Registrar Denise DeBlaiso said in January about that unfortunate
incident that, "So many student bills are mailed out at the same
time and we can not help if some get lost in the mail." On this latest
occasion of students receiving no notification about course priority,
it was DeBlasio to the rescue again, saying, "All registration Priority
notifications were generated for all eligible students and were mailed
by March 22,2001." Well, apparently not. Even if the registration cards
simply had the wrong address on them, it's up to the Registrar’s office
to update the student database.
DeBlasio’s comments do little more than pass off the hot potato of
blame onto something else; par for the course around this college.
MSU would do well to realize that, for all their changes/improvements
to the structure and look of the campus, the small problems have the
most impact. MSU should stop trying to improve the superficial and
focus on improving the fundamental.

The V o ice o f M o n tc la ir S tate U niversity
Is the restoration of the
amphitheater a worthwhile project?
“I d rather see them fix the gym
than the amphitheater."
Jose Figueira
Spanish

"Renovating the amphitheater
will be a waste of money
because [the a m p h ith e a te r]
w o uld not be used enough.
Instead, MSU should focus on
what students really want, like a
new athletic facility that would
at least meet 19th ce n tu ry
standards. "
D avid Perlmutter
sociology

"No sense in spending money on
stone steps for a few concerts or
so each year when these could
be held elsewhere. How about
spending money on educational
facilities?"
Jason B oyd
psychology
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Call 655-5241 or e-mail
MSUopinions@hotmail. com
to respond.
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Viewpoint

An MSU Shuttle Into Montclair? Bad Idea.
SU does not need a shuttle
pyeason they don't
bus service to dow ntow n
stay on campus on
shopping areas. In an article
the weekends —
in the Feb. 1,2001 issue of The Montthey would rather
clarion, the proposal was introduced
be at home. As a
to the campus community. All of
notorious "suitcase
the benefits the article described
college," a shuttle
could be provided by NJ Transit’s
downtown would
#28 bus service.
not convince stu
The #28 runs from MSU through
Joy
dents to stay here
Upper Montclair and Montclair, Glen
Thompson on the weekends.
Ridge, Bloomfield, Belleville, and
C o lu m n is t
BI
As for stuNewark. A paying customer could
-'aents without cars,
hit the shopping districts in any of they have two choices: find a friend
these towns, exce pt Newark, for w ith a car, or go to the Drop-In
$1. The idea of a shuttle service Center and grab some bus and train
to downtown Montclair just seems schedules. As mentioned earlier,
extremely redundant to me, and our the #28 New Jersey Transit bus is an
time and resources could be put to excellent ride. It can connect you
better use.
to points of transfer easily so students
Karen Pennington, Vice Presi can get to where they want to go,
dent of Student Development and whether it be New York or shopping
Campus Life, stated "Students don't or dining in Montclair. What really
realize how much shopping there blew my mind reading this article
is in Montclair." They d o n 't know was the idea that the shuttle bus
because they probably never both could alleviate parking problems in
ered to find ouf. With Willowbrook town and at the college. Again, the
Mall and the surrounding city cre #28 could do this. Not only that, but
ated by a large shopping center the construction of parking garages,
so close, why would a poor college which has been looked into by both
student bother with downtown mer communities. To truly alleviate park
chants? I work downtown myself, ing problems two things need to
and trust me, we aren't necessarily happen: garages need to be built
hurting for consumers. To be quite and pe ople need to leave their
frank, I sometimes am happy that pollution and traffic-causing cars at
college students d o n 't com e into home and do something different my store. College students spend a take public transit.
lot of money on credit cards, and I
And we must not forget how all
like the fact that I don't contribute to of this will be paid for. There could
their debt. MSU students also don't, be a grant coming ¿our way for .it. Lit
bother with downtown for the same takes time and effort to write out a
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grant, propose it, have it approved does. The only shopping area the
and see the money. If the grant ever #28 does not visit is the Grove St.
is written, hopefully the people who area. M archini and Pennington
decide whether or not to approve need to concentrate less on ideas
the grant will become aware of the that have already been executed.
existence and excellent service of If there is such d concern over
the #28 bus. I hope that the grant the welfare of Montclair’s business
will be refused and that money be com m unity because college stu
dents d o n 't fre
earmarked for other
quent these estab
services, like another
66 W it h ... the
lishments then a
bus for the on-camshuttle is not the
SURROUNDING CITY.,.SO
pus shuttle, or for
answer,
good
the parking garage.
CLOSE, WHY WOULD
advertising
and
Julie Marchini, Direc
great
deals
are.
I
tor of Community
POOR COLLEGE
love
Montclair,
the
Relations and Spe
STUDENTS BOTHER WITH
university and the
cial Events, has said
town, and the fact
that the shuttle might
DOWNTOWN MER
that the two have
even operate for a
CHANTS? 99
not meshed as well
nominal fee paid
as either would
by people who ride.
We don't know how much this fee have liked has nothing to do with the
could be, but I think the dollar you existence of a shuttle and everything
to do with the students, adminis
pay on the #28 is well worth it.
I remember my first week here trators an d businesses involved.
at MSU. My roommate and I were Marchini and Pennington should
curious about the town, so like any work on something else that is a new
good college student, we did our idea, not a redundant one. How
research. During our strenuous 10 about an MSU student discount that
minutes of research, we uncovered is valid all over town? Or what about
the existence of the #28. Imagine a section in our paper that covers
that! We used the bus frequently to what is going on in town? As far as
go into town. We had the schedule, I’m concerned, fhe shuttle bus is a
and the bus ran on time 90 percent ridiculous idea. Our efforts could be
of fhe fime. With MSU’s record of better utilized elsewhere.
unpredictable shuttle bus service,
w hat makes them think th a t this
shuttle will run on time?
To the best of my knowledge, this Joy Thompson, an English major,
shuttle will be redundant. A service is in her fourth year as a Columnist
downtown recreates what the #28 for The M ontclarion.
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American Education Should Reflect
American Democracy
Education should encourage more free and open thought.
hile the American system of
education claims to follow
the d e m ocratic ideals of
society, after my 14 years of sitting
behind desks in the classroom, it
seems obvious that the system works
almost indefinitely in the opposite
manner. Though history and politics
are not my favorite subjects, I do
recall defining a dem ocracy as a
government for the people, by the
people, in which diverse ways of
thinking are valued and decisions are
made throughout the community.
The structure of society is then broken
down and modeled after this system
of government, am ong them our
educational institutions, which we, as
Americans, take much pride in.
But what causes the people of
other countries to point fingers and
laugh at our system of government
is the way we profess how great a
democracy is and fail to live up to
its standards. This is prominent at
any level of schooling in the United
States. If we thought of the role of
a dem ocratic institution, children
would be taught how to be in control
of their own lives, how to think for
themselves, how individuals can live
and serve the community, and be
presented with the various ways
of looking at society. But this is
not always the case. Though some

W

schools
have
m ade efforts to
educate students
with
a
more
democratic
approach, both
school and soci
ety are poor
reflections of this
Michele
system.
In a society
Phipany
that focuses pri
Columnist
marily on creat
ing productive members through
education, one would think that by
instilling the democratic ideal into the
curriculum that students would not
feel bound by the ideas and direc
tion imposed on them by educators.
By this I mean to say that students
are in several ways forced to value
one way of thinking whether or not
they agree with its premise. It is for
this reason that I believe our educa
tional system operates more like a
dictatorship than a democracy.
Now when I say dictatorship, I
know that everyone thinks of the
reign of Hitler in Germany during
World War II, and though I believe
that was indeed a dictatorship in all
senses of the word, I would not take
the operation of our educational
system to this extreme. Once more
returning to our history books for

definitions, in a dictatorship only handbook and one can see the hun
one way of thinking is valued and dreds of ways in which an attempt
all decisions are made from the top at democracy turns into an educa
down. The will of the leaders is the tional hypocrisy.
will of the people, whether they like
Perhaps if I had known years back
it or not.
how much of my schooling was to
In education, it works quite the re fle ct the d e m o c ra tic ideals of
same way. For the most part, the society, I may have becom e that
te a ch e r's thinking
productive member
is valued because
of society. Instead, I
66 T hough some
he/she
has
the
sit here at the end of
SCHOOLS HAVE...A MORE my sophomore year
authority in the class
room. It is in the
DEMOCRATIC APPROACH, of college, looking
best interests of a stu
back on my scnoolBOTH SCHOOL AND
dent to follow the
ing as a prospective
directions given by a
educator and won
SOCIETY ARE POOR
teacher rather than
dering how I didn't
to use his/her own
REFLECTIONS OF THIS
even see it until now.
mind to think on their
And though educa
SYSTEM. 99
own. After all, it is the
tion will be a big part
teacher who has the
of my life, there will
final say in what a student’s grade always be a part of me that ques
will be based on the standards set tions the democratic ideals and how
forth by the institution.
much they say not only about our
Just like a dictatorship, our edu educational system, but society as
cational system teaches obedience a whole.
by following fhe rules and regulations
indicated. These rules place limita
tions on classroom conduct, the way
we dress, the classes we are required
to take, what time we can eat lunch,
what we can and cannot bring to M ich ele Phipany, an En g lish s e c 
school, w hat we can and cannot o n d a ry edu cation major, is in h er
say in school, and a slew of other first y e a r a s F e a tu re Editor o f T he
things. Take a look at any school M o n tc la rio n .
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Violent Children: Who is the Real Bad Influence?
have becom e more and more
disturbed with the rise in schoolrelated shootings. The shootings
themselves are not what are dis
turbing; it is the way everyone has
reacted to them. In tact. I'm not
really shocked by school shooting
anymore. Don’t misunderstand me, I
think that incidents like this are tragic,
but to me it seems as common as an
airline crash or a terrorist bombing.
They are tragedies I would not wish
on anyone, yet also som ething I
have accepted as part of twisted
cultural phenomena. I think that most
people are missing the big picture
these events are painting, or are
just afraid to see it. The conclusions
reached after these incidents seem
almost cookie cutter. Everyone is
understandably shocked and upset.
As a result some band, movie or
other questionable form of media
is dragged into the picture as the
catalyst. They are asked the same
question over and over: Can't they
see how many lives they have
destroyed? Yes they can. They saw it
on the news a month before, except
it happened in a different state. The
reaction of schools and parents are
to emphasize the danger of firearms,
as well as when and when not to
use them, and to punish students
who seem to pose any possible
threat at all, regardless of age or
circumstance. All of this seems back
wards to me, giving no answers to
the question, "Why did this happen?"
Let's attem pt to view this situation
through the eyes of a distraught
middle-school student.
To many kids, if not all kids, school
is life, and not necessarily the aca
demic aspect either. A student
spends eight hours a da y in the
confines of a single school, with a
single student body, a single social
structure, for nine months out of the
year, as long as they can remem
ber. Most often, social activities out

I

side of school are
directly related to
those in school.
As a result, school
shapes a stu
d e n t’s view of
the world both
around
them.
Now let's create
Michael
an imaginary stu
Turbeville dent named Bob.
Columnist
Bob is an aver
age kid, but not
very popular. Like many people,
Bob wonders what he is going to do
with his life. Who is he? Why is he
here? These are eternal questions not
bound by age. Peers often answer
the first question. The easiest way to
define yourself is to take the sum of
how others around react to you. This
is often incorrect, but an easy trap
to fall into. This also puts a ridiculous
amount of weight on the cctions of
peers. So, Bob is unhappy, because
everyone at school makes fun of him
and calls him a loser. They tell him he
sucks and nobody thinks anything of
it. Very often nobody thinks anything
of him, except maybe "he was a
nice quiet kid." Maybe he was so
quiet because no one really got to
know him? Maybe he never felt like
he “belonged" enough to open up?
In these cases, if you are insignificant
in the eyes of your fellow students,
you are insignificant in the eyes of
everyone in your world.
But what about parents and
teachers? If a teacher or parent
thinks you are cool, does that
change your life? Gun education is
starting earlier and earlier, and often
leaves kids with the same lesson:
Guns are bad, but exist for extreme
situations. Otherwise, why would they
exist? Students of Bob’s age know
the difference between movies and
real life. They know guns aren't toys;
Bob knows that too. They exist for
extreme situations. Bob’s question of

"Who am I?" is answered by one of that cases like Bob are common,
his peers. Now let's address, "Why and many students out there feel the
am I here?” It is natural to w ant same way, and I'm sure there are
some purpose in life and to make some adults who still do. With each
an impact on the world. Here is Bob, passing day, with each generation,
who's unhappy with his life, who ea ch Hollywood film, and each
thinks he doesn’t belong, and news broadcast, we as a nation
it's been like this as long as evolve. U nfortunately, we seem
to have evolved the
he can remember.
It is those around
66 A ll of this [ over  capability to commit
such violent crimes.
him who define him,
reactio n ] SEEMS BACK There is no
de
make him a loser in
programming,
and
his own mind. They
WARDS TO ME, GIVING NO
there is no way of
are bad, he is good.
ANSWERS TO THE QUES jumping back to the
They are wrong, he
values of say, the
is right. The whole
TION, ‘W hy did this
1950’s. There is no
world is against him,
going backwards.
and there is nothing
You cannot take a
he can do because
group of children
he doesn’t belong in
whose lives consist
the world he lives in.
mainly
of
sex,
drugs
and the mall,
Pretty extreme case, right? Imagine
HAPPEN?’ 99
and suddenly make them Boy Scouts
being 14.
Now Bob is at home in his room, -- mainly because adults don't live
watching TV. He feels like he doesn’t like that either.
When I see news coverage of a
belong, and never will belong. He
may or may not be doing well aca school shooting, I get very disturbed
demically, but either way feels like he by how it is often handled. When
will not amount to much. He has no adults commit mass murder, it is easy
power, no presence and no pur to say they are crazy, and lock them
pose. Then on the news is a school up with no remorse. In the case of
shooting. Here is someone Bob can children, we as a nation realize how
relate to. Bob wants vengeance, Bob horribly it reflects on us to have our
wants power - now here is someone children viewed in the same light as
who has claimed power. How can Timothy McViegh. Yet to deny that
a loser wield so much power? How children have the capacity to act in
can a nobody effect so many lives, this way is to be blind to the core of
be the leading news story, have this problem. Like most any parent,
the police fear for their vyell being we as a nation want to excuse our
and make the nation shudder? A children of these crimes, find the bad
gun may not be appropriate when influence, weed it out and destroy
someone makes fun of you, but to it, and prove that our children are
Bob, this is so much more. This is sweet at heart. M edia is not the
his life. The idea that a gun should catalyst here; it is human emotion
be used in selected cases is very and human nature. How could they
subjective, and is often futile to be destroy so many lives? Unfortunately,
d e bated after the fact. The only it is because they wanted to.
opinion on gun control and use that
matters is the one of the person Michael Turbeville, an anthropol
ogy major, is in his first year as a
holding the gun.
So what does this all mean? I feel columnist for The M ontclarion.
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Treason and DEATH:
Let the Punishment Fit the Crime
n February 15, 2001, it was
reported in newspapers all
over the nation, that Robert
Philip Hanssen, an agent at the FBI,
had been stealing and selling topsecret information to the KGB for over
15 years. In exchange for betraying
his country, Hanssen was rewarded
with over $1.4 million in cash and
diamonds. He was an expert of
counter-intelligence methods for
the FBI, and even headed the intel
ligence department at the New York
division of the FBI in 1979.
Hanssen was apprehended last
February, while leaving confidential
documents at a drop-off point in
Virginia, where his Russian counter
parts would retrieve the package.
It has been uncovered that Hans
sen revealed the identities of three
Russian intelligence officers secretly
working for the United States. Two of
those agents were executed.
News of Hanssen's acts shocked
not only residents in his hometown
of Alexandria, but all Americans as
well. He was arrested and charged
with two counts of espionage. Being
labeled a traitor or accused of trea
son is not something to be taken
lightly. It is not simply a m a tte r
of innocent or guilty, but more of
life or death. In many civilizations
throughout history, even speaking
out against your ieader was pun

O

Heather

Gaydarik
Columnist

ishable by death.
The security of the
state and the well
being of its citi
zens are always
of the utmost
importance. The
actions taken by
Robert Hanssen
th reatene d not
only our national
security, but also
the very fabric of

American society.
Last week the New York Times
reported that Attorney General John
Ashcroft, while discussing the Hans
sen case, commented that Justice
D epartm ent officials would seek
the death penalty against Hanssen.
Ashcroft went on to say, "The govern
ment needs to send a signal that we
take very seriously any compromise
of the national interest and national
security by individuals who would
inappropriately leak or sell informa
tion."
Two hundred years ago, when
our founding fathers were drafting
the U.S. Constitution, they made a
special provision towards the crime
of treason. They stated that treason
would be punishable by death, and it
is the only crime expressly mentioned
within the Constitution. Not only did
they feel it was necessary to mention

treason, but the punishment for such Timothy McVeigh deserves leniency.
an act as well. It is clear that they felt Although McVeigh killed far more
that treason was an act that would people than Hanssen, they both
not be tolerated. Loyalty to your com mitted egregious acts against
country was, and is, something that the U.S. government. There really is
should be held dear by all Ameri no question of mercy in these cases.
cans. The fact that one of our own Mercy for the merciless? Life for
has been betraying not only the U.S. those who stole the lives of others? If
government, but all his fellow citizens ever there was an instance when the
death penalty was
as well, is devastat- gam
completely justified,
ing to say the least.
it is in the case of
Following
the i"
treason. Hanssen first
Attorney General's
66 [ treaso n ] is the
began selling secrets
statements, Plato
ONLY CRIME EXPRESSLY to Moscow in 1985,
Cacheris, a lawyer
for Hanssen, spoke
MENTIONED WITHIN THE five years before the
Cold War cam e to
out against Ashcroft. h |
C o n stitu tio n . 99
an end. It was a time
He felt that by .
when Russia was the
making
such
a
.eh-biggest enemy of
statem ent the Jus
the United States,
tice Department was I
and one of our top
suggesting that prosecutors would seek the death pen agents was betraying us. The law
alty against Hanssen. Whether or is clear, the provisions are clear,
not the Justice Department was sug the evidence is irrefutable. When
gesting this is completely irrelevant. convicted, Hgnssen will receive the
Hanssen is accused of treason, if death penalty. It is no more than
convicted, the death penalty will be he deserves.
mandatory. America is a legalistic
society.
As Thomas Paine once wrote, “ In
America, law is king." When the law
is so explicit and leaves little room for
leniency, there really is no question H ea th er Gaydarik, a history major,
of whether or not Hanssen will be put is in h e r first y e a r a s a colum nist for
to death. It would be like saying that The M ontclarion.
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Stereotyping Comes from Ignorance
Regardless of the form of media, stereotyping is everywhere in society.
Disregarding it requires real sophisticated analysis, not snap judgements.
was watching last week's episode
are w hite men,
ot The Sopranos and one particular
th a t all wom en
scene had me thinking about this
are horrible driv
“ stereotypical" world in which we
ers, that all Jamai
live. Meadow was telling her mother
cans
smoke
that her bike was stolen, supposedly
marijuana and
by a black person in the neighbor
are
ganghood of her school.
bangers, and, in
Her father, Tony, walked in on the
honor of Tony
conversation and gave Meadow an
Soprano, that all
"I told you so" look hinting that he
Italian-Americans
had been trying to tell her that black
are
gold
p e o p le are no g o o d . .M e a d o w
c h a in -w e a rin g
then ga ve her father a lesson in mobsters?
psychology/sociology telling him
We are stereotyping when we
that most thieves are poor people assume that the older man at the
and it just so happens that many movies with the younger woman is a
black people in America fall into that father taking his daughter for a night
category. Whether or not this last out. There are a few explanations for
statement is a fact, I am yet to find a scenario like this, but immediately
out, but Tony Soprano's character we think Of that which society has
and thousands of people in America, taught us. There is therefore a little
feel that to be black is to be loser, part of us that says everything and
criminal, illiterate and always poor everyone heeds to have a label; let's
and needy. This of course is a stereo just put everything in its place.
type, and like many others, it comes
It is true that people have physical
similarities and similar personality
from a place that is ignorant.
A stereotype is actually a mold by traits but how can you judge Paul
which everything else is measured. by looking at Steven. It just does not
The problem is that if that mold is make sense. I tend not to live my life
flawed, so is everything else that in this way, I find that it somehow limits
is made from it. These days many my understanding of human beings
of the stereotypes th a t we have and ultimately my understanding of
of people are flawed, stupid and life. I cannot learn anything about
sometimes downright evil. My ques the next person if I assume that I
tion is, in the first place, what brain- know what he/she will be like.
d e a d person ha d these brilliant
It is also stereotyping that some
notions that certain people only fit times causes innocent people to be
certain character traits. Who said sent to jail. When a brutal crime
that all serial killers in America is com mitted and.
a victim
has: • no
L ^t—
*T
. »i .
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clear recollection of the attacker, if They are unaware of the ignorance
faced with a few possible suspects, possessed by adults. But then they
the victim will almost always select grow up and they hear that all
from a line-up, those people who fit blondes are dumb, that they should
into his/her stereotype. You may not keep their puppy far from the Chi
agree, but if you think about it, in nese neighbors, that anybody in an
most cases the people in the line-up entry-level job is there because they
are of a similar height, build and cannot make it any further in life and
that all Russians are
complexion. So with
spies.
no other memory
The
Sopranos
of the assailant, the
66
A
STEREOTYPE
IS
character,
Meadow,
victim can
only
is now a college
guess, using a pre
ACTUALLY A MOLD BY
student and proba
con ceived notion
WHICH EVERYTHING ELSE bly many years ago
of who might have
she might not have
done the crime. Of
IS MEASURED. 99
been able to intel
course, the individ
lectually challenge
ual who fits the vic
her father’s stupidity.
tim's mold of a crimi
She was able to do
nal will automatically
that last week when
be chosen.
When we judge people, we are she blast her fa th e r’ s ideas and
stereotyping them. We often say gave him facts to substantiate her
things like “ people like that always point. Hopefully this is the case with
talk or a c t that w ay" or "it’s only many students here. I hope that by
natural for that kind of person" or attending a university and gaining
even "I'm not surprised." All of more knowledge about the world
these statements say that people are and its people, that students will be
judged from a sort of measuring stick. able to throw foolish stereotypes out
It is certainly unfair to measure one the window and challenge the igno
person's behavior against another’s, rance taught by our forefathers.
just because they have something
So I am a black Jamaican
in common. Oh how foolish we are woman. I guess that makes me an
when we think we know it all!
unintelligent, tree-smoking, gang
When infants and toddlers of all banging female who wreaks havoc
different races and backgrounds are on New Jersey roads. Think again!
placed in the same environment, it
is interesting to see that they interact C h ris Young, an En g lish major, is
without prejudice. This is because in h e r first y e a r a s a colum nist for
they have not formed stereotypes. The Montclarion.
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Liberals Violate the Individual Rights of
Workers They Claim to Protect
Most Am ericans think slavery
ended with the Thirteenth Amend
ment in 1865. It did, in the United
States. But it is alive and well today in
the Sudan and Mauritania. In these
African countries, blacks suffer at
the hands of Arabs, who ransack
villages, kill the men and sell the
women and children into slavery.
The Arabs use black slaves for labor,
sex and breeding. In 1994, Human
Rights Watch/Africa labeled Sudan’s
record on rights "abysmal," and the
situation is little different in Mauritania.
Liberals profess concern for human
rights.
That they remain silent regarding
slavery while decrying "sweatshops"
provides a clue. American-owned
factories in Asia and elsewhere
employ local workers in jobs whose
conditions and salaries do not
ap proach those in the United
States. The liberals dem and that
such "exploitation" cease. But work
ers a c c e p t these jobs voluntarily,
because they offer better opportuni
ties than the alternatives available in
those primitive economies.
In endorsing policies that would
effectively close these factories, the

liberals violate not only the rights of
the employers, but also the rights of
the workers to accept employment
on the terms offered.
Why object to voluntary employ
ment but remain silent regarding
slavery? It looks like a terrible incon
sistency. But is it? A closer look shows
that liberals consistently endorse the
violation of the rights of the very
people they profess to protect.
At home, too, the liberal claims
to be a defender of workers, but in
fact negates the individual rights of
each worker. Liberals uphold such
laws as the minimum-wage require
ment, which abrogates the freedom
of a low-skilled worker to accept the
kind of employment offered to him.
Since someone whose work is worth
only, say, $5 an hour to an employer
will be unable to find work a t a
higher wage, the predictable result
of m inim um -wage laws is higher
unemployment among lower-skilled
workers. By eradicating a worker’s
freedom in this regard, they deny him
both employment and the chance
a t on-the-job training that would
upgrade his skills.
Similarly, liberals champion the

political power of labor unions. But
unions deny the right of individual
workers to make their own agree
ments with the em ployer on the
terms of work. Time and again, strik
ing unions use violence to prevent
workers from crossing a picket line.
The liberals say nothing as such
victims are physically harassed and
even beaten. In the name of ‘work
ers' rights,' liberals nullify the actual
rights of the individual worker to
choose for themselves which condi
tions of employment to accept.
Nor is it merely the rights of
the workers that liberals abrogate.
Though they claim to defend the
elderly, they oppose the privatization
of Social Security. This means they
negate the right of each individual
to use his own money to plan for
his own retirem ent. They n e g a te
the right of the individual to take
responsibility for the course of his
own life.
Why do liberals pay lip service to
supporting the poor, the elderly, the
worker, while invariably endorsing
the violation of the rights of those
very individuals? The answer is that
liberals repudiate the principle of

individual rights in favor of collectiv
ism. Only groups exist in their thinking,
and only 'group rights' are valid.
They see life only in terms of collec
tives. Individuals have no reality and
no meaning to them.
Therefore, liberals blithely violate
the rights of individual workers when
ever they believe th a t ‘labor as
a whole' will somehow benefit. Sim
ilarly, they ignore slavery in the
Sudan and M auritania, because
they believe that to criticize any
groups in Africa is to undermine the
cause of ethnic minorities in the
West (and in Israel). The interests of
enslaved black individuals are thus
sacrificed to the liberals' vision of a
greater ‘collective good.'
These injustices will continue until
the liberals' collectivism is rejected in
favor of the principle of individualism.
Only when it is understood that each
and every individual has inalienable
rights can mankind eradicate the
egregious violations perpetrated by
the liberals or sanctioned by their
silence.
By Andrew Bernstein
c/o The Ayn Rand Institute
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Those Funny Things We Do Each Day
ice age, you move into the opposing
lane of the hallway. Risking death
By Brian Cross
and dismemberment you dodge
Humour** Editor
person after person like a NASCAR
driver
in a race. However, just as
Each day a majority of the world
you
are
to pass the slow couple you
starts their day off the same way, by
come
face
to face with someone
opening their eyes, unless of course
walking
the
opposite
way. You both
they don’t have any, or they sleep
stop.
Deciding
to
proceed
to the
with their eyes open and they are
right
side
of
the
hallway
you
attempt
really weird. As our days go on,
many times we find ourselves doing to pass them by going to the right,
things the exact same way as we however they mirror this action, and
did the day before, whether it’s the you seem stuck head to head once
way we cut our food when we eat again. So you try moving to the
or the way we try to hide the porn left, this is also mirrored and you are
looking right at them, eye to eye,
when our roommates walk in.
We here at the Humour™ Psycho thinking to yourself, ‘‘Get out of my
logical Center for the Really Weird way you idiot!" After three minutes
have d e c id e d to do a study on of trying to pass one another, one of
Human Behavior. However, humans you gives up, lets out a little smile and
are the minority here at MSU where half a laugh and invites the other to
they are vastly outnum bered by go ahead. The victor of this face-off
the rats at Clove Road and the extends their thanks but in reality in
Canadian geese who think it is their their head they are cursing you out
God-given right to poop on every for your stupidity, wondering where
square inch of campus. We polled the hell you learned to walk, and
two or three people , g o t bored hoping to G od no one saw that
and d e cid e d to finish the rest of damn fiasco.
If you ever look on a desk in a
the surveys using the ABACADABBA
classroom,
you’ll find the same slop
method. The results we found were
written
in
a
classroom
halfway across
astounding.
campus
in
another
building.
Girls like
Each day, a
to
write
their
names
majority
of
on
the
desk
over
people experi
^6 H umans are the
and
over
or
cover
it
ence a series of
with
pretty
flowers
different obsta
MINORITY HERE AT MSU
and
butterflies.
cles or events,
WHERE
THEY
ARE
VASTLY
Greeks
like
to write
something tha t
their
fraternity
or
happens
to
OUTNUMBERED BY THE
sorority’s
letters
on
everyone, but no
the desk along with
one seems to
their
scroll number,
mention it to any
and
non-Greeks
like
of their friends.
to
cross
it
out
or
write
For
example,
"your frat sucks"
you're walking
next
to it in their
through
the
rats at C love R oad
e
ffo
rt
to be cool.
narrow corridor of Dickson Hall, stay
Lots
of
athletes
like
to
write
the name
ing to the right side of the hallway
to C anadian
and the
of
their
team
on
the
desk,
for exam
avoid the on-coming crowds head
geese
...
99
ple
"MSU
HOCKEY
RULES."
As if the
ing in the other direction. You’re
school
didn’t
know
already
that the
running a little late and find yourself
hockey
team
is
very
talented,
then
caught behind a couple walking
some
two-bit
loser,
probably
some
side by side at approxim ately six
fat kid with no friends, crosses out the
miles a day.
Realizing that at this rate you "rules" and below writes "Sucks."
won't make it to class before the next As we can see, the fat kid is not
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very intelli
gent or cre
ative. This
will start an
a rg u m e n t

be t we e n
the
two
guys on the
desk.
The
two tough
guys will call
each other
losers
a
couple of
times, until
either the
desk gets
m oved to

another
seat in the
classroom,
or one chal
lenges the
other to a This is just a small example of some of the dribble that is
fight,
that written on desks each day.
neither will
show up to, and then both of them are those of us out there who are
will go on with their utterly despicable addicted to AIM, having to use every
waking hour we are in our rooms.
lives.
How many times have you You can be sure no m atter how
woken up in the morning and grog- pressed for time you are that you
gily buttoned up your shirt? It feels have AIM on to see if anyone cool
rather uncom fortable, but that's signs on, even though you are writing
probably just because it's wrinkled. a paper that is due the following
Then waiting to get food in the Stu day.
Then there are those of us out
dent Center cafeteria you notice
someone looking at you and gig there who are obsessive-compulsive
gling. Thinking nothing of it you look about our away messages. At all
down at your tray and notice that times, these people have to have
you buttoned your shirt crooked.
an away message up. Letting the
What about when you are on the rest of the world know exactly where
phone with someone you are good they are, and when they will be
friends with, but for some reason back at their computer to chat with
you can never find something to friends just minutes down the hall,
talk to them about. You talk about who they are too lazy to call.
By this point one can rest assured
everything you can but finally it
comes to that point where the con that you have laughed several times
versation reaches th a t aw kw ard during the course of this article
pause. Which is usually followed because what you read was true,
by any of the following awkward and that you are one of these
phrases, "So, umm..., anyway," or people. Next time you ge t into
an argum ent with someone who
“ How about them Yankees?"
How about if you are on your says you’re a conformer, or just like
own computer, you know that you everyone else, just nod your head
use it for three things: Napster, AOL and say "yes" - be a part of the
Instant Messenger (AIM), and occa pack. No one wants to be the ugly
sionally, for writing papers. There duckling.

'"YourTax Dollars At Work

by Sprengelmeyer &Davis

Solutions
Dear President Bush,
If you’re looking fora
good place to spend the
taxpayers’ hard-earned
money, look no further
than the MEATROPOLIS
PRISON SYSTEM!

The warden for our
maximum security
facility desperately
needs new assault
weapons, bullets, flack
Jackets, battering rams,
protective helmets and
smoke bombs.

These will be used to barter
with convicted killers when
they escape and hold the
warden and me hostage.0
Our budget just can't
handle their demands!”
Respectfully,
Ribbv • captalnrlbman^hotmall.com»
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A ries (M arch 21 - April 20): Tomorrow
will be a good time to go out and exercise.
So outside. Run, play wiffleball, to ss around
a ball. J u s t don't do anything near any
windows. I t doesn't m atter if you're doing
sit-ups. I'd ste e r clear of tall stru ctu res
this weekend if I were you.
T au ru s (A p ril 21 - M ay 2 0 ): Cupid's
arrow is headed straight fo r you, so d ress
y o u rse lf up, turn on th e charm and let
your hair down. U n less, o f co u rse , you
dyed it some strange color...like pink. Hot
pink. That doesn't go over very well with
the ladies.
Gemini (May 21 - June 21): That fight
you got into on Tuesday with your b est
bud will only get worse if you hang around
this weekend. Take a trip to China. Don't
tell anyone.
Cancer (June 22 - Ju ly 22): A trip home
this weekend leads to a disgusting amount
of time spent watching old home videos
and paging through albums with pictures of
people whose names you don't even know.
A f t e r dry an ecdo tes about your fa th e r
and his fra te rn ity bro thers, you now get
squeamish anytime you see goldfish.
Leo (Ju ly 23 - August 23): That drinking
binge we sent you on last week continues
this week with an impromptu game o f beer
pong at the Mu Io ta Gamma house. You
don't know who th ese people a re, or how
they got on campus, but can they drink!
Virgo (August 24 - Septem ber 23): The
full moon occurs in your house of finances
this week, so now would be a good time to
invest some of th at measly pay check from
Residence L ife into saving fo r a new car.
That cardboard box and rubber band aren't

going to hold out much longer.
Lib ra (S ep tem b er 24 - O cto b e r 23):
The moon this weekend will leave you feeling
em ptier than th a t b o ttle of J a c k you've
been trying to drown your sorrows in. W rite
some sappy poetry — make sure it1rhymes,
it should sound e x tra pathetic -- and get
over yourself. The sun will rise on Monday,
th e world will s t a rt anew and., you'll still
fe e l someone ju s t scra p e d you o f f th e
bottom of a shoe.
Scorpio (O ctober 21 - November 22):
The full moon is in your house of spirituality
th is week, which means your psychic levels
will be heightened. Do some meditation this
week before asking out that hottie from
your sta tis tic s class to prepare yourself to
be able to field every stra y thought that
cro sses her mind. To bad she's dreaming
about someone else.
Sagittarius (November 23 - December
21): Your study group wants to meet this
Sunday night in Sprague library. I f you
can't convince them to change th e d ate,
don't go. The cosmic fo rces you would all
bring together would be powerful enough
to rip a hole in the space-tim e continuum.
W hich, now th at you think about it, could
be kind of cool, but, hey, you think parking
is bad now? T ry negotiating parallel parking
near a black hole.
Capricorn (Decem ber 22 - January 20):
The full moon trigg ers good things in your
house of careers. All of a sudden, te a ch e rs
and fellow stud ents a re noticing you and
smiling at you knowingly. Should have been
more carefu l when you told your frien d s
th e pictures from Spring break in Cancún
were now on the In te rn e t. By th e way,
how's the ra sh ?
Aquarius (Jan u ary 21 - February 19):
The full moon is in your house of spirituality
th is week. Celebrate by engaging in mind
expanding a c tiv itie s and a lit t le bit of
R&R. You deserve it. N ext week is going
to be hell.
Pisces (February 20 - March 20): W hile
everyone else got the moon moving into a
cool house like finances or spirituality, the
moon moves into your house of se x th is
week. You'll spend the time pining away fo r
past loves. Someone new may pop up, but
you'll still be so hung up over your ex th at
you’ll e ith er make a fool of yourself or call
out th e ir name in th e middle of a to rrid
one-night stand.
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child care wanted
Babysitter wanted. West Patterson
area. Energetic person w/ child care
experience, references a must. Call
Alisa (973) 881-8391.____________

Part Time, Flexible opportunity to
take care of plants in local corporate
settings. Must have own transporta
tion. Starts at $8.00/hour. Please
call 1-800-366-6464 Ext. 238.

P/T CHILDCARE WANTED. Loving,
experienced person wanted to help
care for my 9-month old and 3 1/2year old in my M ontville home.
Must provide references and own
transportation. Approximately 15
hrs/wk, flexible. Call 244-0323.

Models. Women 18 and older for
outdoor test shoot. Tasteful Nudity.
Will exchange pictures for model
ing. No e xp erie nce necessary.
(9731 365-4054._________________

Study while baby sleeps. Couple
needs loving, full-time caregiver to
watch their 4-month-old son. 18+,
female, non-smoker. Must have car.
Experienced, references, first aid,
CPR. 10 m inutes from campus.
Call (201) 656-1194 thru 3/30, then
(9731 473-8525._________________
CHILDCARE POSITION Montclair.
Part-time, after school. M-F, 2-6
p.m. for te rrific 8 -ye a r-o ld boy.
MUST DRIVE. Excellent references
required. Extra hours available.
Great job for the right student. Call
783-7416 eves.__________________
Childcare W est Orange. Seeking
b a b ysitte r for 15-m onth old.
W ednesdays and Saturdays 10
a.m.-3 p.m. Some Saturday eve
nings also. Must have transportation. 305-3729.__________________

April 5,2001

»
and 4 p.m. Houlihan’s, 645 Route
46 W est F airfield, New Jersey
07004.__________________________

Two moms looking for Babysitter/
Mother’s Helper. Needed 3 shifts/
week (afternoons, some evenings)
for ch ild ca re . S eekin g m ature,
experienced, caring and patient
individual with references. Bloom
field and Clifton area. Very flexible
hours. Call (973) 472-5099 or (973)
771-0357._______________________

if ieds

for sale
Selling a new amp for only $130.
Call (9731 655-4960 if interested.

or more than 100 years, Volunteers of America has been
serving those in need with housing and providing other
F
services to help them gain self-sufficiency. We help families

For sale: space in The Montclarion
being sold to you on a weekly basis.
Needs ads design? We have
an in -h o u se de sig n team p re 
pared to tailor any information to
suit your advertisin needs. Call
973-655-5237 for prices._________

- 'V

by providing such programs as affordable
housing, em ergency shelter, housing
counseling and independent living skills
programs. Find out what you can do to
help all families find a place to call home. Volunteers
Call 1 (800) 899-0089 or visit www.voa.otg. o f America*

W

T h e re a r e n o lim it s to c a r in e .

I ▼
RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL

FUNGS

TRUST SERVI CES

TUITION

FINANCING

1

TIAA-CREF provides
financial solutions to
last a lifetime.

help wanted
Models- females 18+ needed for
figure work (including nude). No
experience necessary. C hance
to win $2500 monthly prize. Danc
ers also needed. Call CFS at
973-633-6523. Leave message.
Need money? Tired of begging
at home? Part-time cashiers and
cellar rats needed! Learn beer,
whiskey, and wine 101! Flexible
hours! We understand midterms,
finals, and important parties! Extra
hours available for holidays and
sum mer! M ornings, afternoons,
nights, weekends! Please call Rob
or Aqim @ 973-684-2349.________
Energetic, intelligent, dependable
part-time assistant. General office
and secretarial but opportunity to
learn merger and acquisition field
from someone who has 25 years
high-level experience. Good phone
and writing skills important. Hours
and pay reasonably flexible. In
M o n tc la ir clo se to MSU. S end
resume, fax 973-744-3214 or e-mail
bl2000@att.net._________________
Servers needed. FT/PT Positions
available. Great atmosphere. Imme
diate benefits. Apply within MondayFriday, in person, between 2 p.m.

Building your assets is one thing. Figuring out
how those assets can provide you with a
comfortable retirement is quite another.

W ith TIAA-CREF,
you can receive:*

At TIAA-CREF, we can help you with both. You
can count on us not only while you're saving and planning for
retirement, but in retirement, too.
Just call us. W ell show you how our flexible range of payout
options can meet your retirement goals.
With TIAA-CREF, you benefit from something few other com

• Cash withdrawals
• Systematic or fixed-period payments’ *
• Interest-only payments
• Lifetime income payments”
• A combination of these

panies can offer: a total commitment to your financial well
being, today and tomorrow.

“ Guaranteed by the claims-paying ability of the insurer.

’ Note: Availability may depend on your employer's retirement plan provi
sions contract. Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59K may be
subject to restrictions, and may also be subject to a 10% additional tax.
Additional restrictions also apply to the TIAA Traditional Annuity.

p¡

Ensuring thefuture
for thosewho shapeit.“

1 .8 0 0 .8 4 2 .2 7 7 6
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
you invest. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products.
• Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and
annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
© 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04
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Spring 2001 P rogramming Schedule
T uesday

M onday
<e»
r&
M onday

9.00 am -12.00 noon
M a y h e m w i th M ik e C.
12.00 noon j d .00 pm
$

<«-

K r is te n

1.00 pm - 7.00 pm

&a T h e M a tt a n d M ik e S h o w

&

7.00 pm -10,00 pm
>

<$r

< 0 M a n ic M o n d a y s w i th K r iste n

10.00 pm -1.00 am
T h e A g g re ssio n S ession w i t h U n c le F ra n k

^

1.00 am - 4.00 am

£

L a te N ig h t L u n a c y w i th D J W uss

1.00 pm - 4.00 pm
A L ittl e B i t o f M a d n e s s w i t h L a M S

4.00 pm - 7,00 pm

T t B X g g m s i o n Session w ith U ncle F ra n k

11.00 am - 2.00 pm

^; ol , a n ^
k

B

m

Aw /

v

<

^< ?

N ik ita

^

C r a z y p h a z e w i t h J a x <^°

H i
M

7.00 pm - 10.00 pm

i

T h e U r b a n S essio n w i t h D ] H a z e

rT>

&

10.00 pm - 1.00 am

^

■©

T h e U n d e r g r o u n d S c ie n c e w i t h D J C h a se

1.00 am - 4.00 am

0

L a te N i g h t L u n a c y w i t h D J W u ss

^

¿T

T hursday

9.00 am - 11.00 am

m m

w

T h e D e v i a n t S ession w i t h D . V .

W ednesday
«H P

1^ 1

10.00 am - 1.00 pm

Show
Joe B en d e r

9.00 am -1.00 pm
T h e G o th ic a n d I n d u s tr ia l 4 H o u r S e t w i t h D a v i d

1.00 pm - 4.00 pm

JZ

T h e P r o g r e s s iv e C o lle c tiv e w i th R a z 0

4.00 pm - 7.00 pm
T h ir s ty T h u rsd a y s w i th D J F r e d d y F in g a z

W

i m 'l *

v
^

T h e J a c k ie a n d Leo S h o w

0o0<s

7.00 pm - 10.00 pm

D J S u p e r c a li ... a n d D J C lash

jP
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00
<

10.00 pm - 1.00 am

jp
#

D J Sad

a

1.00 am - 4.00 am

7.00 pm -10.00 pm

t

M u sic w i th S o m eo n e
cf?
r\?

10.00 pm -1.00 am
D r u m a n d B ass w i t h M a tt a n d E n d o r ^

1.00 am - 4.00 am
-------------------------------

^

A v a n t G a r d e a n d J a z z w i th D J P la y e r

L a te N ig h t T rippin* w ith Jo h n R ea g a n

Saturday & S unday

F riday
10.00 am - 12,00 noon
£ i/ B en n ett
12.00 noon - 2.00 pm

ü
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<$>°° >
-' *

P L

&

The M a tt a n d M ik e S how

2.00 pm - 4.00 pm
V* F u n kin JA w ith A d a m
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7.00 pm -10.00 pm

^

G rou n d Zero w ith Yohan

^ 10.00 pm - 1.00 am
0
>°-JIT
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^

M e ta l w ith D o lly

1,00 am - 4.00 am
N ig h t L u n acy w ith D J Wuss
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a

/

10.00 am - 1.00 pm
M egan F ennessey 0

f
'
I
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I

\
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-fp
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Ik

Sp a n ish w ith Carlos

7.0() am - 12.00 noon
T h e R eg g a e E xp erien ce w ith D ea n S m ik le 0

6.00 nm - 8.00 pm
C o n serva tio n C lu b B roa d ca st

10.00 pm - 1.00 am
Class O n e C o n certs.(C 1C) B ro a d ca st

C lass O n e O rganization

of t h e
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Sports

Losing Streak Hits 4
On Both Ends

April 5,2001 •ThcM o n td a rio n ^ ^

Softball
Continued from p. 40

double that made it 9-0.
On the mound, meanwhile. Crys
tal Sweeney was enjoying yet
another dom inant perform ance.
Sweeney faced just one batter over
the minimum while striking out three.
The freshman is now 6-0 on the year.
Ashleigh Touw came on to finish off
urday, only to return home with a the Raiders in the fifth and pitched
By Mike Sanchez
17-7 loss, the team then went off to well enough to earn the start in
Sports Editor
face Lycoming where the team was game two.
"Ashleigh did a great job," said
dealt a 12-6 loss. Miskey lead the
After starting off 3-1, the women ’s offense with four goals but it wouldn't Kubicka. "Tara [Todaroj was actually
lacrosse team has gone 1-3 to even make much of an impact as Lycom supposed to start the second game,
their record at 5-5. The four-game ing gave MSU its fourth- straight loss. but I wanted to try to work everyone
losing streak began with the double
in."
M en ’s Lacrosse
overtim e loss to M a nhattanville
In the second game, MSU again
13-12. MSU would then fall to East
staked its pitcher to an early lead,
ern, Rowan and Lycoming by a
The world of the men's team scoring six times in the first and five in
combined 43-18 score. In total the hasn't fared much better, as they the third. The Red Hawks were also
team has only scored 30 goals in also lost four straight after opening aided heavily by Rutgers-Newark
the four-game losing streak after a their season with a win. The fourth shoddy defense.
three-game winning streak that saw losses com e at the hands of FDUIn the two big innings, Rutgers
Madison this past Monday.
the team score 51 goals.
-Newark made a total of five errors.
The Saturday home game against It may not have been com pletely
The MSU offense has been shut
down as all the offensive produc Stevens Tech saw the men fire only Rutgers’ fielder’s fault, though. MSU
tion has been coming from Kristen 18 shots to Tech’s 49 shots. The 15-5 had a number of extremely hard-hit
Miskey, who has scored seven goals. dropping of MSU was lead by Tech’s balls that went for errors.
MSU never let up offensively, as
Jodi Gangemi has cooled off, not Brain Lalli who scored five goals and
Erik Reckdenwald who added four every starter had a hit and the team
scoring in the last three games.
scored in every inning except the
After the fall to Manhattanville, goals and three assists.
With the first period ending at 3-2, second.
the women face d Eastern falling
short 14-5, as the team was unable Tech scored five goals in the second
In the game, second base person
to get the early lead because East- period for an 8-2 lead. The stretch Tara Gialanella went 2-3 with three
ern's Andrea Collesidis o p ene d from the first period to the third saw runs and two RBIs to lead a very
the game with three straight goals. Tech score nine straight goals.
balanced MSU attack.
Now at 1-4, the men wonder what
Collesidis ended the afternoon with
Touw pitched two perfect innings
is wrong as they still look for their first before giving way to Todaro, who
a game high of eight goals.
Overall the MSU offense was only home win before going on the road pitched the required three innings
for two games.
able to put up 11 shots.
to pick up the win and improve to
After traveling to Rowan on Sat3-1 on the year.

Women’s Lacrosse falls to .500;
Men Still Looking for Second Win

T HURSDAY
A pril 5th
6:45 p m

a production of electronic journalism
msu department of broadcasting

This W eek’s G u est

Again, Todaro struggled with her
control, walking three batters, but
m anaged to stay out of any big
trouble in the game.
"I e x p e c te d Tara to be more
dominant. I guess I am concerned
about Tara in that she isn't pitching
in games the way she is in practice.
I am just waiting for her breakout
game, because I know with her it's
only a m atter of time before that
happens," said Kubicka.
Though Todaro may not have
pitched as well as she would like, she
still fared much better than Raiders
pitchers who combined to allow 27
runs, 20 hits, 14 walks, but just one
strikeout in nine innings of work.
Still, Kubicka and the rest of the
team know that these games will
not be typical of the league games
this season. With the combination of
the white-and-blue divisions this year,
MSU will be competing in the stand
ings with schools such as Ramapo,
Richard Stockton and NJCU as well
as traditional rivals TCNJ, Rowan and
William Paterson.
Said Kubicka, "The next six games
will really challenge us. I think men
tally w e ’re ready to take on what
w e ’re going into. This year more
than ever the team that plays the
most consistently all year long will
come out on top."
MSU next plays today at Richard
Stockton in a makeup of the games
from last Saturday.

Sports
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singled to left field to score Sean
Morrison, who had walked to start
the inning. Wurst would later come
around to score on an Ellerson single.
Wurst was 3-for-4 with four runs scored
on the day.
Freshmen Gogal (2-1) gave up
one hit over five innings in MSU’s 11-1
victory over RPI on Monday. The only
hit off Gogal was a two-out single in
the top of the fourth.
Gogal was in control from fhe
start. RPI's first two hitters, Pat Hughes
and Tim Egan, saw a combined total
of six pitches, all of them strikes, and
there were quickly two men out.
After a ground-out to third, the inning
was over.
"The top of the first set the tone,”
Schoenig said. "When you go out
there and throw like that, that's a real
confidence builder for your offense
and defense. You get the feel right
away that it's going to be a good
day."
The bottom of the first also gave
the Red Hawks the feel it was going
to be a good day. For all intents and
purposes, the game was over after
MSU scored five runs in the inning.
RPI starter Travis Teeter (2-1) hit three
batters in the inning, including lead
off hitter Dave Wurst. Two batters
later, Craig Conway doubled down
the left field line to make it 1-0 in
favor of MSU. Later in the inning, a
Frank Longo tw o-rur single m ade
it 3-0. A Jeff Schriber RBI single and

a George Becker RBI ground-out
completed the scoring for the Red
Hawks in the first. Schriber would
later add a sacrifice fly and a tworun single to give him four RBIs on
the day.
"Everything em anated from
what took place on the mound in
the top of the first inning," Schoenig
said.
Along with Schriber, Longo con
tinued to come up big against RPI.
The senior was 2-for-4 with three
RBIs.
For the first time this year, the
Red Hawks have won three in a row.
Having Costello in the rotation gives
the pitching staff a huge boosf. In
addition, MSU is now getting consis
tent production up and down the
lineup.
"The bats are starting to come
around," Schoenig said. "If we could
get that consistent pitching, I think
we are set up to do some really
good things."
During the win streak, during
which the Red Hawks have out
scored their opponents 33-6, the Red
Hawks have begun to return to last
year’s form.
"We're starting to find our groove
like we did last year," Conway said.
"Early in the game we are starting
to get ahead and our pitching has
been phenomenal."

Red Hawk hJotey
"By Andy iJeyka

N JAC Shuffle
Because the scheduled
double-header against NJCU
___was rained out last weekend,
the Red Hawks will play six con
ference games over the course
___ of four days, which means the
Red Hawks will play a third
of their conference schedule
-----between Thursday and Sunday.
MSU will travel to Glassboro,
New Jersey, on Thursday to
-----take on Rowan. After hosting a
game against Richard Stockton
on Friday and a double-header
against Kean on Saturday, MSU
will make up last week’s sched___ uled double-header at NJCU
on Sunday.
__

Whalen 4 Pres...

After finishing second in
---- the SGA presidential election
behind Jeannette Mammaro,
Red Hawk relief pitch er Jim
---- Whalen expressed surprise over
the wide margin that he was

defeated by.
"When they announced the
numbers I did n’t expect it t o ___
be that big of a differential,"
said Whalen, who was soundly
d e fea ted by Mammaro, 806___
votes to 169. "It hurt a little bit
because there were a lot of
people who told me they w ere___
going to go out and vote for
me and I guess what they
say about athletes came tru e----again. People in the Phys Ed
departm ent d o n ’t get too
involved in the SGA and go in g ----to the Student Center to vote
is too much for them. Even if
they all came out I still would
have lost. I just expected it to
be closer than it was."
___
Despite his disappointment,
Whalen enjoyed the experi
ence of running and is glad h e ___
did it.
“ If was fun," Whalen said
of being a candidate. "I trie d----to lighten things up around
campus and I think I did.

since I left [M ontclair State] and an excellent teacher," G iancola
I still consider him one of my best said. "He's very precise with what he
teaches and how he teaches it...He
friends."
O’Connor, who is also the third does a great job of getting the kids to
base coach, has not seen an MSU learn what he is trying to teach them
team bat under .316 in his tenure as so that they can function properly."
Perhaps O 'C onnor's greatest
hitting coach. In just his first year on
the job, MSU set a school record with value to Giancola is his involvement
a team batting average of .371, a in the recruiting process. During the
record that still stands today. Under winter, O 'C onnor will visit roughly
his tutelage in 1987, MSU hit 72 home 110 high schools in eight counties.
runs, another record that still stands He will visit up to four high schools
a day.
today.
“ He lays the ground work of
"His hard-nose appro ach and
competitiveness is something that the visits," Giancola said. "He gets to
really rubbed off on the hitters," know the kids and he tells me what
kids we should be
Cooney said of the
looking at. He brings
championship
¿¿H E CAN COACH
me tapes on ea ch
season of 1987.
Fourteen years
ANYWHERE. NOTJUST kid...He lays out the
foundation and Iwork
later, things have not
ON THE COLLEGE
off it."
changed. MSU is still
Even more amaz
one of the top hit
LEVEL. HE CAN COACH
ing is when the base
ting teams in the
ON A PROFESSIONAL
ball team begins
country. Last season
practicing at the end
under O ’C onnor’s
LEVEL.99
of January, O ’Connor
guidance, MSU led
the nation in d o u 
-h te a d C o a c h will visit schools during
the morning and then
bles, triples, and total
hJorm S choenig run back to assist
bases. Like Cooney,
C oach Schoenig in
Schoenig has a high
the a ftern oon with the baseball
regard for his hitting coach.
"He's a consummate profes practices.
“ He’s g o t a tremendous work
sional," Schoenig said. "He's an
outstanding coach fundamentally. ethic," Schoenig said. "But to do the
He can coach anywhere. Not just football end with the recruiting and
on the college level. He can coach then come to baseball is hell for him,
on the professional level. He does to be perfectly honest. He’s been
the same thing that Gary Denbo doing that for the last 17 years, it's a
[Yankee Hitting Coach] does with real tough job."
When asked what he would do
the Yankees, except he’s doing it
without
O ’Connor,
Giancoala
here at Montclair State."
w itho ut hesi
Red Hawk
tation
said,
shortstop Brian
"That's a scary
Ellerson says that
t h o u g h t . . . If
one
of
you're going to
O ’ Connor's
run a football
greatest attri
program , you
butes
as
a
would want to
coach is that he
have a Coach
knows when to
O 'C onnor as
give advice.
your assistant."
"H e’ll never
Never look
say
anything
ing for notoriety
until he knows
or recognition,
something
is
the
modest
getting to you,"
O'Connor isjust
Ellerson
said.
happy to come
"Like this year
to work at MSU
when I've been
every day, and
in a slump, he
his colleagues
hasn't
been
at MSU are just
getting all over
as happy to
me...He goes
have
him.
out there and
Never wanting
does his job and
to take credit
when he feels
for anything,
if’s time to say
O ’ Connor will
something he
probably say
does."
that the suc
As Giancocess of the
la ’s right hand
baseball and
man with the
football
pro
foo tba ll team,
grams during
O ’Connor is in
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his tenure has
ch a rg e of the
running backs A ssista n t Coach R ich O ’C onnor is little to do with
and the special considered the backbone o f both MSU him. However,
anyone who
teams
unit. football and baseball programs.
has been con
During his 18
nected
with
years
here,
O'Connor has directed many tal MSU athletics during O 'C on nor’s
ented running backs to outstanding tenure knows better. As Coach
careers at MSU, including John Giancola said, to run a successful pro
Walker and Ron Lewis, the school's gram you need a Coach O ’Connor.
top two all-time leading rushers. Most The problem for competing coaches
of his special teams squads have is that there is only one Coach
averaged well over 25 yards per O ’Connor, and MSU is fortunate to
have him.
return on kickoffs.
"His value on the field is that he's
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MEN’S BASEBALL
Ramapo
Kean
Rowan
/f|
Rutgers-Newark
TCNJ
Rutgers-Camden
WPU
NJCU
Richard Stockton
m

Overall

6-3-0

12-5-0
^ > 2- i
10-6-1
54-2.1
11-5-0
¡2-1-0 18-1-0
>2-1-0 6-4-1
12-5-0
b - i- i
1-0-1
7-4-7
0-0-2 6-6-0
0-0-4 6-10-0
0-0-0 7-6-0

WPU
Rowan
TCNJ
NJCU
Rutgers-Camden
Richard Stockton
Kean
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo

WOMEN’S LACROSSE
Tues. 10 @ Lycoming
4 p.m.
MEN’S LACROSSE
Sat. 7 @ CCNY*
12 p.m.
Mon. 9 @ Newmann
4 p.m.
Wed. vs. Kean*
7 p.m.

f
Top 20
April 4

W om en’s Lacro sse

Conway paved the way for the Red Hawks as
they returned to championship form. Conway went
4-for-6 with 4 RBIs and also scored 4 runs in 2 big
wins over the week.

h o n o r a b l e

Gialanella helped the Red
Hawks win their first NJAC game of
the year, going 2-for-3 with 2 RBIs
and came around to score 4 times.
She also picked up 2 walks.
Kim Caruso
Senior First Base Person
Hometown: N. Burnsw ick, NJ

Caruso went 3-for-3, collecting 4
RBIs and 2 walks. Caruso also came
around all 3 times to score.
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Baseball
412 - M S U 11, R e n sse la e r 1
4 I3 - M S U 1 1 , Adelphi 4

Softball

«
x>
a>
to
n
JO

413 - M S U 13, Rutgers-N ewark 0
M S U 14, Rutgers-N ewark 1

Women’s Lacrosse
3129 - E a stern 14, M S U 5
3131 - Rowan 17, M S U 7
413 - Lycom ing 12, M S U

6

Men's Lacrosse
3131 - S te v en s Tech 15, M S U 5
412 - FD U-M adison 10, M S U ? ? l

Men’s Tennis
3130 - @ Caldwell College
Postpon ed to 415
4 1 2 -U S M M A ????

)

m e n t i o n

Tara Gialanella
Ju n io r Infielder/O utfielder
Hometown: West Morris, NJ

‘ New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

M en’s Lacrosse
Washington And Lee
Gettysburg
Nazareth
Salisbury State
Springfield
Cortland State
Middlebury
Ithaca
Ohio Wesleyan
Denison
RPI
Hampden-Sydney
Washington College
Bowdoin
Hartwick
Franklin and Marshall
Eastern Connecticut
Roanoke
Marymount
St. Lawrence

Senior Third Base Man
Hometown: Mountainside, NJ

MEN’S TENNIS
Thurs. 5 vs. Queens
3:30 p.m.
Sat. 7 vs. Stevens Tech
1 p.m.
Sun. 8 @ Manhattanville
10 a.m.
Tues. 10 @ TCNJ
3:30 p.m.
Wed. 11 vs. Ramapo
3:30 p.m.

Amherst
TCNJ
Middlebury
William Smith
Williams
Ursinus
Gettysburg
Mary Washington
Salisbury State
Saint Mary's (MD)
Cortland State
Franklin and Marshall
Hamilton
Bowdoin
Nazareth
Goucher
Washington and Lee
Connecticut College
Randolph-Macon
Bates

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

BASEBALL
Thurs. 5 @ Rowan*
3:30 p.m.
Fri. 6 vs. Richard Stockton*
3:30 p.m.
Sat. 7 vs. Kean (DH)*
12 p.m.
Sun. 8 @ NJCU (DH)*
12 p.m.
Tue. 10 @ E. Connecticut
4 p.m.
SOFTBALL
Thurs. 5 @ Caldwell
3 p.m.
Sat. 7 @ Rowan*
1 p.m.
Sun. 8 @ Wesley
TBD
Tues. 10 vs. WPU*
3 p.m.

SOFTBALL

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

w e e k ’ s

jgd [fawk

standings
NJAC

•TheMontclarion

$ Home Opener
New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

Ryan C ostello
Ju n io r P itcher LH
Hometown: Marlton, NJ

Costello went 5 innings, giving
up 2 unearned runs in his first start of
the season after an injury delayed his
debut. Costello struck out 5 batters
against Division II Adelphi for the win.
K risten Miskey
Ju n io r M idfielder
Hometown: Mt. Laurel, NJ

Miskey has continued to play
well after a quiet start, providing half
of the team’s goals in the 4-game
losing streak, scoring 3 and 4 goals
in the two games).
.

red hawk _

orts

Men’s/Women’s
Lacrosse Lose
4 Straight
See Page 37

Voi 8 0 ,

No. 24

MSU opened NJAC play
with two games against
Rutgers-Newark on Tuesday.
MSU thoroughly dominated
both games, winning by
scores of 13-0 and 14-1 as
each game lasted just five
innings before being called
due to the mercy rule.
Scheduled to open the
league games last Saturday
against
Richard
St ockton, the
ga me s
were
post
poned
so MSU opened up against
Rutgers-Newark, a team
they didn't face all last
year.
Rutgers-Newark was win
less in the NJAC last year
at 0-8 and has started this
season at 0-4. MSU, mean
while, improved to 12-2
overall and are now 2-0 in
the conference.
MSU got started offen
sively early against the Raid
ers in the first game, scoring
four in the first and five in the
second off Rutgers-Newark
starter Amanda Bremer.
"She (Bremer) was actu
ally pitching well," said MSU
Head Coach Anita Kubicka.
"Sometimes when you face
a pitcher like that who can
change speeds and locate
well it takes awhile to adjust
to her. I was very happy we
were able to make those
adjustments each at bat.”
Each inning began with a
walk and a steal. Each then
concluded with a barrage
of hits, including two by first
base person Kim Caruso.
Then with MSU already up
6-0, catcher Tonya Barnes
put the gam e com pletely
out of reach with a
bases-loaded, base-clearing
See “SOFTBALL" ON P.37
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Asst. Coach
Integral to
Two Sports
Programs

Softbail Opens
NJAC Play
With Routs of
Rutgers-Newark

S ta ff W riter

Coming Next Week

X ’s and
O ’Connor

Raiders
Beg
Mercy
Of MSU

By Michael Brown

Coaches, Players
Speak on Recreational
Facilities

ByAndySeyka
S ta ff W riter
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Catcher Jeff Schriber makes the tag at home in the first inning to keep A delphi’s lead
at 2-0. MSU would dominate the game from then on, tagging the Division II team's
pitching staff for 11 runs on 14 hits.

3 in a Row Prove Red
Hawks are Back in Form
Revitalized Pitching Quiets Opposition's Bats
ByAndySeyka
Sta ff W riter

Although the Red Hawks
put forth big offensive
showings in their victories
over Rensselaer Polytech
Institute
a n d
Adelphi,
it
was the
pitching that
w a s
most important in the two
games. MSU starters Jeff
Gogal and Ryan Costello
combined to give up no
earned runs over 10 innings
in the two games.
Costello's start on Tuesday
against Division II Adelphi
was his first of the year. The
highly touted transfer from
Glouster County Comm u
nity College was sidelined
in the early part of the
season because of a frac
tured finger suffered on Feb
ruary 20. After throwing a
total of 2 2/3 innings of relief
against Cortland St. and
Wilmington, Costello (l-0)
was anxious to finally start
a game.
"I was thinking about it
all day," Costello said. "Last
night I co u ld n ’t sit still. My
roommate was trying to
calm me down."
Costello didn't disappoint

Head Coach Norm Schoe- secure the 11-4 win over
nig. The left-hander from the Panthers. Craig Conway
Marlton, New Jersey gave and Brian Ellerson each
up two unearned runs and produced sacrifice flies to
struck out five over five give the Red Hawks a 3-2
innings. Costello allowed lead. Scott Allan followed by
just one base runner after smacking a two-run home
the first inning, a lead off run over the 390-ft. sign in
right center field to make
walk in the fifth inning.
"He had a good, live it 5-2. It was Allan's fourth
fastball," Schoenig said. home run of the year.
In the fourth, Dave Wurst
"He had a good breaking
pitch and threw a couple
S ee “BASEBALL" ON p. 38
of good change-ups."
Al ways
confident,
Costello
expects
bet t er
things from
himself in
theupcoming weeks.
"I think
it was a
good show
of better
things to
come from
me," Cost
ello said. “ I
don't think
I'm quite
where
I
should be
yet."
Trailing
2-l,
MSU
scored four
MIKE HALPER / THE MONTCLARION
runs in the
third and Scott Allan crosses the plate after sending a
three more
in
the two-run shot over the right-field wall to give
to MSU a 5-2 lead Tuesday against Adelphi.
fourth

Understanding the impor
tance of Rich O'Connor to
the MSU football and base
ball programs is easy. Just
listen to the words of his
fellow coaches.
"He's the b a ckbon e
of the tw o program s,"
Head Baseball Coach Norm
Schoenig said. "They're two
very good programs and he
is the backbone of both."
It is impossible to hear
anyone who has worked
with O'Connor say a nega
tive word about him. Hard
worker, energetic, knowl
edgeable, and initiative are
the words that Head Foot
ball Coach Rick Giancola
used to describe his long
time assistant.
“ It's not by mistake that
the football and baseball
programs have done well
over the long haul with
him here," Giancola said.
“ He has had a tremendous
amount of input in both pro
grams."
The long haul success
that Giancola is speaking of
includes seven NJAC cham
pionships and five trips to
the NCAA Division III playoffs
for the fo o tb a ll program
since 1983, when O'Connor
began as an assistant foot
ball coach. Since taking
over as the baseball team's
hitting coach in 1985, the
Red Hawks have reached
the C ollege World Series
eight times and won three
National Championships.
"There's no w ay we
would be half as successful
as we are without him,"
Schoenig said. "He's an out
standing coach and a great
person, and I'm just real
happy that he's my friend."
Former MSU Head Base
ball Coach Kevin Cooney,
who left MSU after the
championship season of
1987, has not forgotten his
former assistant.
"Coach O is a tough guy
to forget,” said Cooney, who
has been the head coach
of Florida Atlantic Universi
ty's baseball program since
1988. "It has been 14 years
SEE “O'CONNOR" ON P. 38

